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Glossary 

Abluminal: radially external in a blood vessel or 

Anastomosis:The connection between a native and a vascular graft 

Angioplasty: The repair of a blood vessel by inserting a balloon-tipped catheter to unclog it 

Antigenic: Elicits an immune response 

Aorta: Largest in the body. Runs from the heart. 

Arterioles: Smallest found before capillaries in the vascular tree. 

Arteriosclerosis: Arterial disease Catlsinlg stiffening and dilation of the major arteries. 

Arteriovenous Shunt: A passage of blood directly from arteries to veins, without going through the 
capillary network 

Atherosclerosis: Arterial disease causing the narrowing of one or more major artel)' 

Atrium: The heart chamber receiving blood 

Austenite Phase: A material solid phase. The high temperature/low stress phase of SMAs. 

Autologous: From the same org;anilsm 

Cardiac Cycle: One complete hi'!~,rth'i"J'it COllS1!.tmlg of one complete contraction and relaxation of the heart 
muscle. 

Fine blood vessels between the arterial and venous 
blood and cells takes place. 

where oxygen exc:haJllge between 

Collagen: An extracellular found in blood vessel walls, exhibited as fibres 

Compliance: Measure of radial dissention with respect to pressure change. 

Dacron (PET): Polymer used to create woven or knitted vascular grafts. 

stiffness. 

De-endothelialisation: Stripping of the endothelial cell layer residing on the lmminal surface of a blood 
vessel. 

Diastole: Dilation of heart muscle during the cardiac cycle, related to low point of blood pressure 

Distal: Further from the heart 

Modulus Elastic Modulus: See 

Elastic: An ,.. ... ''''~~'~ to return to its ViA,,,,'''''U after the removal of a del:onninlg load. 

Elastin: A constituting the basic substance of elastic tissue. Found in blood vessel walls. 

Embolism: The obstruction ofa blood vessel a clot. 

Endothelial Cells: Cells lining the luminal surface of blood V"'~I:>"'l:>. ll',",,'lle up the endothelimm. 

"'at ... ,,,,,,· """'''''''''fi''' caused to a structure due to repeated load 

Gastroepiploic Artery: close to the stomalch, sometimes used as a vascular bypass 

Haemodynamics: The study of blood flow. 

Heterologous: Derived from a different 

Hysteresis: The area between the "'.> .. " ...... ,'1"> and curve of a material. 

In vitro: Perfonned eXI)eriml~nta.lly in a controlled enviromment not in an organism 

In vivo: Perfonned in an org;anism. 

Internal Mammary Artery: situated close to the sometimes used as a vascular 
coronary artel)' bypass surgeI)'. 

Intravascular: Inside a blood vessel 

Intima: Inner of a blood vessel. 

in 

xii 
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Intimal Hyperplasia: Wall thickening of a vascular graft, es~)eclaIlY at the anastomosis. 

Ischemia: Local deltici,enc;y of blood supply produced by vasoconstriction or local obstacles to the arterial 
flow. 

Isotropic: Equal properties in all directions 

Luminal: radially internal in a blood vessel or graft 

Martensite Pbase: A material solid phase. The low temperatureJhigh stress 

Morphology: The study of the form and strncture ofan 

Myointimal: 'nn""rtun,cr the intima and media of a blood vessel. 

ofSMAs. 

Neo-Adventitia: The adventitial layer forming on a vascular graft after implantation. 

Neo-Intima: The intimal layer forming on the luminal surface of a vascular graft after implantation. 

Nitinol: A nickel-titanium shape memory alloy. 

Occlusion: Closinglblocking of blood vessel or 

Patency: State 

Pathologic: involving disease 

Periphery (peripheral): Further from the heart 

"'J~lsticit:Y: The deformation undergone by a 
the removal of the stress. 

object as a result of stress a.}J~'U"a.u"u will remain after 

Plaque: Fatty build up on the luminal surface of a vascular wall 

Platelets: Red blood cells. 

Prosthetic: a either external or implanted, that substitutes for or s~)pl~:m(mts a JHj""'llJ'l; or defective 
of the body 

Proximal: Close to heart 

Pulse Pressure: The difference between the lOvlOtnl.l' and diastolic pressure 

Radial artery: found in the arm 

Recoil: To shrink back 

Saphenous Vein: Vain found in the 

Shape Memory Alloy: Metallic alloy exhibiting superelastic behaviour and the shape memory effect. 

Shear Stress: Stress caused by force parallel to the surfuce 

SteAt: a small, expandable tube used for inserting in a blocked vessel or other part 

Strain: Measure of the deformation of a body in response to an applied force. 

Stroke Volume: The amount of blood that 
cardiac cycle. 

Stenosis: A constriction of a duct or passage. 

released from the heart into the arterial 

Suture: A joining of the of a wound or the like by smcnJlDg or some similar process 

one 

Systole: The normal rhythmical contraction of the 
onward 

during which the blood in the chambers is forced 

Teflon (PTFE): Polymer used to create vascular 

Thrombus: A fibrinous clot that forms in and obstructs a blood vessel 

Tunica Adventitia: External layer of a blood vessel. 

Tunica Intima: internal (luminal) of a blood vessel. 

Tunica Media: Middle layer of a blood vessel. Resides between the intima and the media. 

Vascular Soft Tissue: Tissue constituting blood vessels 
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Vascular ... ""n", ... ,,, Graft: '-'''''IJYUH used to 

Vasoconstriction: Narrowing of blood vessel 

Vasodilation: Dilation of blood vessel 

Vena Cava: Vein dlscn~lrglmgblood to the heart 

Venules: Small veins capillaries and 

a diseased blood vessel 

veins. 

Viscoelastic: pertaining to a substance having both viscous and elastic n .. {\nprlj,,(! 

Viscosity: The of a fluid that resists the force to cause the fluid to flow. 

Young's Modulus: A coefficient of a ""'''''''1''''', expressing the ratio between a stress that acts 
to change the of a body and the fractional in caused this force 

XIV 
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List of Abbreviations 

bcc: Centred Cubic 

bpm: Beats per minute 

CAD: Computer Aided Design 

ePTFE: Polytetrafluoroethelene 

FEM: Finite Element Method 

IH: Intimal 

PET: Polyethylene 

PU: Po lyurethane 

SMA: Sbape Memory Alloy 

SMC: Smooth muscle cell 

S1M: Stress Induced Martensite 

UMAT: ABAQUS User Material 
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A 

As 

CD 

C 

M* 

Dl and 

D 

De 

DD 

DB 

d 

e 

F 

of Symbols 

Area 

Austenite start teD[lPc:rature 

Austenite fmish tenlpe:rature 

Acceleration 

Tensor for expressing strain in term ofDOF 

ti011JD<1ary of body B 

Boundary of body B with contact conditions 

Boundary of body B with surface tractions 

tl(]lun,oaI-vofbody B with displacement conditions 

displacement correction 

Nitinol material constant 

Diametric compliance 

Damping factor 

Artificial mass matrix 

Diameter values 

Rate of deformation tensor 

Fourth order function 

~nnv~·a~~~p.controlpru~nleu~ 

Convergence control parameter 

Distance between two contact surfaces 

Minimum distance allowed between contact surfaces 

Infinitesimal strain tensor 

Austenite modulus 

Martensite 

Euler's constant 

",,,,<.\AU:,;:; function 

modulus 

Effective force on the reference point 

x-component of Feff 

y~component of Feff 

Viscous damping forces 
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L 

L2(B) 

L 

q 

s 
s 

T 

t 

tn 

U 

U 

V 

V 

Force vector 

force on B 

Shear Modulus 

lc;:nn:U'am,etrlc coordinate 

Sobolev space 

Identity matrix 

COllvergence control parameter (ABAQUS) 

:nn, .. p.r!lI"l'Il~P. control (ABAQUS) 

Bulk Modulus 

Stiffness Matrix 

Function space 

Nitinol material paJllIJletl~r 

Martensite start temperature 

Martensite finish temperature 

Normal vector to a surface 

Nitinol material palllITlett:r 

Number performed 

Normal vector to a surface 

Pressure 

LSOloarametrJtc coordinate 

Radius 

Lall !;",n residual force 

Flow resistrulce 

Isoparametric coordinates 

Length of 

of X 

Temperature 

Time 

Surface traction on IJOlmdary with normal vector n 

Displacement vector 

Element of a vector space 

Volume 

Austenite Poison's ratio 
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w 
w 
w 

x 

a 

a 

& ' v 

&' 
d 

(J 

T 

ro 

Martensite Poison's ratio 

tensor 

Test functions 
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Subscripts and Superscripts 

Denoting initial state 

Denotes derivative 

Denotes austenite to martensite transformation 

Denotes martensite to Austenite transformation 

Denotes start of transformation 

Denotes end of transformation 

Dimension of a vector space 

Denotes i<;!nn,..~ml~trlr element 

Denotes the element index 

Denotes J...,a,UllJI5 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

circulation forms a part functioning of the body, as it L ...... 'H .. "".~'i:) 

the transport oxygen and nutrients to and the removal carbon dioxide from cells 

in the body. blood vessel very specific mechanical allow it to 

fulfil its in the circulation Without functioning the blood 

compromised could have consequences. Native 

blood and are compliant, diameter in 

l"PQn£\lrtQP to a in blood pressure during cardiac cycle. This behaviour is 

attributed to their heterogeneous structure. consist of different which in turn 

consist of components. All layers interact with each other and have different 

mechanical the properties arteries are therefore to 

contributions all components. 

vessels identified to cause physiologicalIJAv'vA ... ,AUi> after ID11Plamauon. 

It . been prc,pose<1 that a u.:>~'""LA pJrostneslS is to more closely aPIr>ro!xiIna1te 

mechanical behaviour it should similarly feature a multi-component 

the cornpc)nents could be a metal support structure, similar to an structure. One 

<Li> .. ,..uc;.u stent. 

The objective of the project was to develop a numerical tool, using Finite ~n'AH'''' .. n 

Method (FEM) to aid the development and optimization of a metallic support 

structure. This tool was used to simulate the behaviour of 

simulated vivo conditions. numerical of predicted mechanical 

behaviour are analysed. 

approach is presented based on the underlying go'verml1lg equations of me:crnmJJC:s and 

material behaviour. approach is "'AU.A"' .... by a number of verification models 

comparisons are made with .... ..,J'uu"!",,,.:. reported in literature on intravascular stent 
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models [1 0]. models resemble the structure considered in this thesis and 

modelling strategy, resulting from the different outcomes required, are 

highlighted. 

Models of six of original geometry of the structure are created and 

analysed to highlight the ease with which the approach can be applied. It is 

shown that none the analysed exhibit optimum behaviour, 

evaluation of varied models is SU~~J2;estea. 

In summary the aims of the thesis are: 

• create a numencal ULV,",''-'L, describing wire support structure me:nuom~a 

above, to the mechanical of structure. 

• To verifY Element Model numerically ",LQ.IJ1"". 

formulate i'> ..... Jl .... ,..,.U .. '~oJ for cre,atmlJ2; such models 

• create models of ditlerient in order to analyse 

variation. 

variation 

mechanical behaviour resulting from 

The rest of the thesis will the following form: 

Chapter 2 presents the relevant theory underlying problem. background is 

on a healthy circulation as well as the structure and functioning of arteries 

and within an introduction on IS pre~se]lte~j, 

followed by a on currently used prosthesis and their shortcomings. 

The mathematical background underlying the Finite Element Method (FEM) is given as 

well as a mathematical description of material of Nitinol. 

""""""'''.u on FEM created to analyse the mechanical behaviour 

intravascular stents concludes this chapter. Chapter 3 presents the experimental material 

model determination as as modelling procedures in A 

description is given of the modelling procedure proposed for of the metallic 

support structures, followed by description of the application this ill 

of Models the of numerical procedure 

are also described. 4 sUfllffiarises the results the different models, which are 

then discussed Chapter This chapter also discusses the modulating strategies used 

with to to A to ...... ""U1n.1"'" 

conducted experimental tests of the structures also made by a 

2 
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description of the relevance of the results to the medical field. Concluding remarks 

follow in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY 

2.1 Biological Theory 

2 .. 1.1 Circulation 

heart and circulation system function as a transportation system to deliver 

the lungs to the different the body to carry carbon dioxide away from 

the to The forms a closed loop, with as the 

force behind blood through system [11, 

left atrium a and left as 

in Figure 

vena cava---~~ 
.-----Left pulmonary 

Right pulmonary artery----"= 
pulmonary vein 

Right pulmonary vein 

~-- Left atrium 
atrium -------:;~':;'==!!J 

Right 
vertricle 

Inferion vena cava ---~g 

~CS~~--- Aorta 

structure heart (adaptedfrom [13]), 

Blood flows through the heart as a OfCOIltraCtlC)ll (systole) relaxation (diastole) 

of the same events occur right the at 

difl'erel£lt time intervals, the only difference that the pressure in the right side is 

much lower than that the The nl'r,l'''''~''' here is described left the 

heart, with cOIrespoIloUlg terms the side heart 

ventricular ""' ........ ~ .... , blood flows from left (right) atrium to the left (right) ventricle 

with the mitral (tricuspid) valve remaining open. The pulmonary (aortic) valve 

4 
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atrium is lower than that in aorta 

blood flows into it the pulmonary 

vu,.u .... J'''' through is in systole, forcing into 

end of ventricular diastole, the (tricuspid) valve closes and ventricular systole 

occurs. The contraction ventricle causes its internal ...... ~ .. ""''' .. o to above 

the aorta (pulmonary artery) and results in the aortic (pulmonary) valve to opening to 

rplp'!'I<;1p blood the aorta (pulmonary artery). of blood pumped out of the 

each ventricle during ventricular IS At the of 

systole aortic (pulmonary) valves The inside the 

drops as it relaxes and the (tricuspid) valve 

that of the atrium while the (pulmonary) 

the aorta (pulmonary artery). 

and the .............. ..,' ... with respect to time, 

[14]. 

as soon as this pressure falls 

closes as soon as the pressure 

DrCICe!~S occurs cyclically over time 

one 

The circulatory system can divided the pulmonary and systemic circulations as 

shown Figure The pulmonary pulmonary vein exchange region n H.lllU 

pulmonary circulation. The remaining parts of the circulatory 

",'""U,''-' circulation. pulmonary circulatory will not be 

l':)"'U':)~."'u. further as current work only with vascular the 

systemic circulatory system 

implied [14, 15]. 

when referring to circulation, systemic circulation is 

The systemic circulation COflSlSts of an arterial which trallSp4JrtS the 

oxygen blood the to the capillaries, oxygen exchange takes 

the capillaries, a venous "' .. ""r"'..... carries the carbon dioxide blood back to the 

[11, 14, 

An arteries systemic circulation stem from the either directly or 

indirectly. a way as to allow independent adjustment of blood 

volume to as This place through and 

vasodilation, O'cnlP1"J'1Pl1 by smooth muscle cells (SMC) in walls. This adjustment 

helps to the total systemic arterial pressure constant even when of 

cnange [11, 14, 

5 
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i..IJngs 

Right sid e ofth e heart 

\ 
Figure 2-2: Systemic and Pulmonary circulation (adaptedfrom [l6}) . 

Other than regulating flow, the arteries also perform a cushioning function. During the 

cardiac cycle the pressure and flow velocity of the blood entering the arterial tree vary 

with time such that the peak values are much greater than the mean values. The variation 

in pressure compels the heart to deliver much more power to the system than would be 

needed if a more constant flow was maintained because blood has to be constantly 

accelerated and decelerated. The pressure variation can also be damaging to the 

endothelial cells, as it causes a larger drag force to be imposed on them [17, 18]. 

These negative effects can be minimised if flow towards and through the peripheral 

capillary bed approaches steady flow. This is achieved physiologically through the elastic 

properties of the arteries, which provide passive extension and elastic recoil. The elastic 

properties of the different arteries differ due to a gradual change in the artery structure 

from the aorta to the periphery. The structural differences will be discussed in more detail 

in the Section 2.1.2. 

Major vessels (closer to the heart) act as an elastic reservOIr. Each time the heart 

contracts to release blood (systole) they expand to accommodate the volume of the blood 

released from the left ventricle. When the aortic valve closes at the end of systole, these 

major arteries release the stored blood by elastically recoiling throughout the diastole 

phase in order to maintain blood flow. This means that the variation in flow and pressure 

of the blood occurring during the cardiac cycle is dampened by the expansion and elastic 

recoil of arteries. The dampening of the pressure variation is equivalent to a reduction in 

pulse pressure (difference between systolic and diastolic pressures). As the blood moves 

6 
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through arterial tree towards the periphery, flow and blood pressure De<:onles 

steadier. This is a result of the combined .... U"" .... ~1Jl!", effect the arteries 

through which blood passed. The aorta, the most proximal of all 

~rt.~nf·~ e:K~mGlstoaC(~OrrnrnlOame 

circulation a healthy young human <:''''C'T£''' 

of the stroke volume. In arterial 

IS and .. .u".'n .. 'u .... 

is around 80mmHg (measured in brachial artery) [11,17-19]. 

Even the major are more elastic and are most the 

pressure reduction, more peripheral contribute, albeit a smaller mnount, 

to the pulse reduction On other hand, most of the flow regulation takes 

in the peripheral by means vasodilation and vasoconstriction. The arterioles 

have the smallest of all arteries the and are responsible 

most of the resistance to flow in circulatory Flow is given by 

8f.lL 

Rs is the vascular resistance, f.l the blood viscosity, L is length of the 

....,....,' ........ channel (constant), R is blood [20]. equation (2.1) it can 

be seen that flow resistance inversely proportional to fourth power the 

radius. means even a small difference in a large on 

resistance, radii leading to 21]. 

From arterioles, blood moves to capillaries blood flow velocity is 

total combined area at capillary level is 

than of the preceding levels of arteries, but the smne flow rate is still 

maintained. is illustrated by [14, 20] 

Flow = ----~----=-.-

After oxygen exchange occurred in the capillaries, blood moves through the venous 

system back to heart. total area the venous gradually 

aec:reases towards the heart, increasing blood velocity. Veins much larger 

than arteries at the smne level the venous system contains the I~r(,p~t portion of the 

sys:termc blood volume (about 80%). means that even large in blood 

volume to only small pressure variations in the venous system [11, 

7 
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Figure 2-3: Pressure variation in circulatory system (adaptedfrom [IIJ) 

2.1.2 Vascular Soft Tissue 

mam components of vessel walls are elastin (elastic proteins), collagen (stiff 

rentlolrC1IJIIZ fibres) and SMCs . .LJ<u.", .. < with and Cl<L:!oU,", modulus of 

approximately IMPa while collagen is relatively stiff in comparison, with an elastic 

of app'roxlmaLtely 100MPa. In a vessel wall to zero pressure 10aamg, 

elastin layers are observed to be wavy disorganised. pressure therefore 

distension) increases from elastin laminae straighten and inter-laminar 

When the distending approximately 80mmHg 

elastic laminae are straight and appear as concentric cylinders with uniform thickness and 

spacing. The number of elastic laminae each varies according to and 

position only. thickness the UUltlm:ae, and not n ...... av.w. of U.UJlUU,""", increases 

with [1 18, 

mechanical behaviour blood vessels exhibits a hy~)telreslis between loading and 

.... U.JlV"'UUJ'M curves. For this hv,.;:tp'F'p,;:l,;: relates to the -----0.1 is stored the 

vessel wall during circumferential extension in the systolic (loading) which is 

released by vessel wall during elastic in the diastolic (unloading) phase. 

Blood exhibit behaviour the elastic 

stI.lttm~ss, ... ""'''' ..... U.IJ''"' ... by Young's modulus, 1"1"1"1"<11"'''''''' with the applied load. Young's 

8 
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modulus is thus not a constant, but can be as a .LUJ.A"'~J'VU of non-

linear behaviour of vessel walls is brought about structure and 

depends on relative proportion, spatial organisation and properties of each 

component in the structure. The distensability the vessel related to 

elasticity elastin, as vessel distended the initially collagen are 

straightened out their contribution to the the 

compliance to compliance value for an artery is to describe its 

distension in response to applied pressure and defined by 

(2.3) 

where the diametric compliance, is the diameter of the at mt4~rn:al 

pressure li, 
eX1Dressed in % 

is the diameter at internal I./J. ... ,,,,,,,..u and the compliance is 

[19, 24]. UHllffiemc compliance is defined (2.3) and 

will be always be implied in this document "1-' ... ,aru'Ul", of compliance. 

The re~lOn transition from low to high Sl.lIme:ss corresponds to mechanical 

recruitment collagen the Figure 2-4). The QIS1:enS:lOn of 

the vessel wall thus gives rise to a load transfer elastin laminae (indicated in 

purple) to (indicated in blue) [17-19]. the case of UJ.llaAL'U' tensile 

test:m~ of an a nre:sStrre··st:r.am curve as the one shown in Figure 

delrnonstratltn~ the LAV"" ...... "' ...... behaviour. ~"' ... ,',..'" stresses 

be 

distributed 

fairly uniformly throughout thickness walL 

Since veins consist of the same material as they will undergo a similar response. 

however of proportions materials collagen, 

elastin) physiologically they have to operate at different pressures VlVO. 

collagen's at much pressures the will 

th",·,.",t-,n,.p be present at a pressure 

Compliance is an important mechanical property vascular tissue. Diametric or 

volumetric compliance can be but this work diametric compliance is used. It 

is also approximated to physiological (or other relatively small range) 

apply only to the compliance is a measure of how 

easily it dilates response to mtc~rn,aJ mCI'easles [12]. In human femoral 

9 
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a compliance value of 5.3 ± 0.5 %11 OOmmHg has been reported, but the pressure range to 

which this applies has not been given [25]. Another documented value for arterial 

compliance is 8.1±5.9 %/lOOmmHg over the pressure range 30 to 100mmHg, but the 

position of the artery is not documented [26] . The compliance of the human vein is 

documented as 4.4±0.8 %/100mmHg in the saphenous vein over an unknown pressure 

range [25] and 5.0±6.7 %1100mmHg over the pressure range 30 to 100mmHg at an 

unknown position [26]. 

120mmHg 

80mmHg 

Elastin Collagen ...... ..--------1.... , ....... ..-----1 .... I 
j i 
i i 
i i 

I I 
! ! 
! ! 

i 
! 
! 
i 
i 
! 
~-------
i 
J 
i 
! 
i 
I 

qollagen 
- -1------

! 
i 
i 
I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 

i 

I Elastin 

Figure 2-4: The non-linear behaviour of an artery and the dependence on elastin and 

collagen fibres [27]. 

Blood vessels consist of three different layers as shown in Figure 2-5. On the inside of 

the vessel lies the Tunica Intima which consists of a layer of endothelial cells, lying 

luminally to a thin basal lamina, which consists mostly of collagen fibres. On the outer 

surface of the basal layer lies a sub-endothelial layer consisting of loose connective 

tissue, elastic fibres and fibroblasts and a few SMCs. The sub-endothelial layer separates 

the Tunica Intima from the Tunica Media where the Tunica Intima lays luminal to the 

Tunica Media. Elastic laminae separate the media into a varying number of well-defined, 

10 
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concentric, fibre-reinforced, layers each consisting of a complex three dimensional 

network of SMCs, collagen and elastin. The smooth muscle fibres are arranged in a 

helical fashion with a small pitch that leads to an almost circumferential orientation. The 

elastin and collagen fibres are not connected to each other, but are both connected to the 

smooth muscle fibres. The Tunica Media in tum lays luminal to the Tunica Adventitia, 

which is made up predominantly of thick bundles of wavy collagen fibres loosely 

arranged in a helical pattern. At low blood pressures the adventitia is less stiff than the 

media, but as the pressure increases the collagen fibres straighten out until the adventitia 

lends a greater contribution to the overall wall stiffuess than the media. [22,28]. 

Figure 2-5: Layers of an artery [18}. 

2.1.2.1 Arteries 

The non-linear behaviour and high distensability of artery walls is the source of their 

elastic stability and helps to protect against aneurysms and "blowouts". As the pressure 

increases in the artery, the wall becomes more rigid due to non-linear decrease in 

compliance. "Blowouts" in healthy adult arteries of humans are only predicted as 

distending pressures approach lOOOmmHg, which is just under ten times normal blood 

pressure [17, 18]. The elasticity of arteries decreases towards the periphery as does the 

elastin to collagen ratio [19]. Arteries can be subdivided into 3 categories according to 

their structure, even though in reality the changes in structure occur gradually along the 

arterial tree. They all contain the three layered structure described previously and the 

differences in structure are highlighted in the following descriptions: 

11 
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1) Large (elastic) <>1'"1""''''''''' 

arteries contain a proportion of ... d .... :Ul\" and therefore have a high 

compliance. This them to be the category with the u~",."""".;n influence in pulse 

resistance conduits for blood transportation from the 

to the HIUli:lO'-'lllc:U " .... ,"' .... ,.C' walls are relatively thin 1110 

outer diameter). sub-endothelial is so that the interface between intima 

and media is ill-defined. The compnses proportion vessel wall, 

can contain between 40 and 70 elastic laminae. adventitia comprises a relatively 

proportion of the artery wall and.the collagen fibres are not highly organised [19, 

28]. 

2) (muscular) arteries 

These 

pulse pressure alecreas~e than ",."".3U,", 

of muscular and have a smaller 

proportion of SMCs 

on 

them 

useful in regulation of blood flow to different areas in the systemic circulation as 

muscle cells can dilate and constrict artery in response to nerve The 

m~ority of belong to this wall is thicker than that elastic 

arteries around one total outer 

nrclDoruclD of sub-endothelial present lJe(~OnleS with ae<:realSlll diameter. 

The media is muscular and consists 10 to 40 concentrically arranged helical 

layers. elastic laminae are thin decrease number towards periphery. The 

adventitia makes up a greater proportion vessel wall than elastic arteries, but the 

IS thicker than adventitia [28]. 

3) Arterioles 

arterioles are smallest the artery and transport blood from the 

HIUli:lO'-'lUru '>1"T,"' .... , • ., to the capillary Their combined area is the III 

arterial tree and forces they the proportion of 

the They offer a large contribution to the pressure. 

intima consists the endothelium a very basal layer 

layer. most cases media of only one, but sometimes two layers 

which are layered between basal and some fibrils. have a 

very thin adventitia 
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2.1.2.2 Veins 

Although have the same 3 layered structure as they In 

structure they function an environment a much lower blood pressure and 

flow. interfaces between the are much than arteries 7, 18, 

compliance is hIgher at venous pressures the compliance <>rt,,,",,,,,.,, at 

arterial pressures. Due to this compliance diametric to an Inc:re,lSe In 

distending pressure allows virtually no ch.:uu~e in overall venous blood pressure, even 

changes blood volume. arterial pressures, veins are much less 

compliant than SInce compliance nl'l"p>I'<;!P<;! more rapidly distending 

pressure than of arteries. This is due to the differences their structure; 

have thinner walls, which unlike arteries, collapse when they are empty. Veins are also 

much more sensitive to vasodilators and vasoconstrictors than [14, 1 29,30]. 

Veins are also subdivided into 1"1"<>-,'<>"'1' categories. From capillaries, blood flows to 

venules then to veins whose increase from periphery to the heart. IS 

aelJefl,aeltlt on size of than They have a 

much thinner media relative to thickness than arteries [11, 15, 18,28,29]. 

Venules 

Pericytic venules blood from capillaries to muscular venules. Their intimae 

are thin, although the muscular venules' intimae are slightly thicker than that of 

Pericytic venules. Pericytic media practically while 

muscular venules a media consisting of one or two of SMC's little 

collagen and elastin. venules have a compared to adventitia 

of muscular whose adventitia is thick relative to the vessel wall thickness 

2) Small 

diameters vary between 0.2mm and 1 mm. The intima is and 

contains two to four layers SMCs between a network of and 

'-'VALUl;.'-'U. The contains bundles and some elastic 29]. 
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3) Medium sized veins 

They vary in dlame:ter betwef:D Imm to lOmm their wall thickness represents only 

one tenth of their outer diameter. too have a thin intima; to which are 

attached to prevent blood ill towards periphery. The media consists of 

two to four layers SMCs by of collagen a delicate of 

elastin. The adventitia is thicker than the media [28]. 

4) 

These veins are than lOmm lliUiUU is the same as medium 

<11'1',"""'<> and also contains valves. media is thin may even absent in some areas 

of the vena cava but otherwise is similar to that of medium sized adventitia 

maKes up percentage of the wall thickness and consists of thick bundles of 

elastin and collagen longitudinally 

2.2 Introduction to Arterial Diseases 

degeneration occurs with 

Atherosclerosis and Arteriosclerosis. 

and .... ,,' .... """"'. There are two main arterial rus,ea::;es 

Atherosclerosis is the narrowing of a artery that causes ischemia or infraction of 

the or tissue downstream It occurs locally, affects mainly the and is 

and disturbs the conduit IUrlctllon of An area 

rupture eXJ)OSC~S intimal elements below the to the vU'V\.u,'UU'ts blood 

which can cause the development of an occlusive thrombus. It has suggested that 

.. ,;",au"",... amerClsclerClsls IS by stress the wall. 

plaque which forms as a result causes a flow disturbance which increasingly the 

shear stress, causing further plaque growth and the process becomes self-perpetuating. 

UA_"A"J occurs supported connective are 

subjected to repetitive or where a relatively narrow artery is subjected to rapid 

".U.""VLV flow. Important factors in the development of atherosclerotic are the 

expansion the vessel wall, the on the interface, OOIllUlIllg 

presence of secondary flow, and highly variable shear stress It has been suggested 

that diameters their possibly 
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in an attempt to increase area due to the high circumferential stress eXJ)erlleDl~eQ 

through conduit narrowing [31]. 

Arteriosclerosis is the and dilation of major It is dilatory 

-------J ~u,~~u the media, but leads to dilation the whole It does not affect the 

conduit of but function. disturbance 

dampening function leads to disruption of pressure that occurs during the 

cardiac which in turn causes an increased load on the heart. Increased arterial 

stllttDl~SS causes waves the to return during systole, further 

augmenting systolic It occurs due to the weakening of 

fibres in the Muscular which contain less elastin theret,ore undergo much 

less degeneration of this kind than elastic [19,]. 

Different treatments are UHU'"'''''' for Qlseru;eQ arteries; Lu.., ........... u5 balloon angioplasty, 

internal stenting, as well as vascular grafting. Intravascular stents are inserted to maintain 

par'enc:yas of artery can occur after balloon [1, 33]. 

work deals with a proposed technique of numerically ____ "..,_. __ ... "., proposed components 

of vascular and only vascular will be Qls:cmisel(1. 

2.3 Vascular Grafts 

Vascular grafts are to functioning blood The 

demand vascular grafts has estimated to over one million cases per 

world wide. occurs to thrombosis and/or occlusion. Intimal 

hyperplasia (ill) is the cause of thrombotic complications vascular grafts within 

first two and is mainly a result of SMC lnigration and proliferation 34-41]. 

The QIIIerienc:e m meCh;amcal ................. riii ... " of grafts orO,Quc::e 

changes in the shape amplitude of wave at the junction of the two tubes. 

leads to increased stress and altered haemodynamics at the IS 

most likely to More IH is at the than at proximal 

anastomosis. Circumferential wall deformation and wall shear stress variations have all 

been identified as contributing factures to wall thickening while altered ha€~mc)d,rnamiir:;s 

the suture can cause endothelial denudation. Endothelial 

damage in presence of thickening stimuli to and eventual failure 

[23, 35,37-39,41-52]. 
15 
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Compliance mismatch can lead to endothelial cell damage as as altered 

na(~mj[)a~mamlCS. Grafts usually have a lower than artery which 

replace would have in a healthy state. A problem eXI)enlenj[;ea due to lack 

compliance is the reduction in pulsatile energy. The vascular ''''1<,,.''' ..... requires the exact 

amount of pulsatile energy to delivered to periphery, in to overcome 

resllstance of capillaries at the same not I .. UU,,",UllJ:; too much stress 

on the periphery with greatly In'''1',,,,,,,,,,,11 pulsatility. A hyper-compliance zone just 

proximal distal the anastomosis presumably due to the suturing in area. There 

is a strong correlation between degree of compliance matching and graft patency as can 

seen Table [23, 35, 49,51-53]. 

2-1: compliances and patency [25, 43-45, 

Vj Compliance n rnu;;u\,;y 

Host artery 5.33 ± 1.15 

Saphenous vein 4.08±O.65 82±6% 

Dacron 1.9±O 47± 15 % 

ePTFE 1.6±O 39± 19 % 

'-"v"upu ....... "'''' mlsmatc:h is not the cause of flow disturbances; diameter mismatch 

between graft and artery will also cause flow disturbances and altered 

haemodynamics which have implicated promoting IH. Flow disturbances can 

cause haemodynamics and wall stress. Size between 

implanted graft and native is therefore a very important consideration 43, 

44, 52, 

Wall stress that is too high or too low can cause IH. While 

stress leads to endothelial damage, decreased shear stress causes areas relative stasis 

between the blood and vessel, where interaction between platelets and the 

vessel can occur. this it can postulated must an optimal wall 

stress at no wall thickening will occur. Reduction in wall shear stress can 

also be a of a of compliance. Not only can an absolute wall shear 

stress result in wall thickening, but also an n"'~'''''''<'''' in wall stress pulsatility. A 

more pulsatile wall shear stress, which could result compliance mismatch be1:wc::en 

the can lead to wall thickening. There also 

been that it not changes wall shear stress alone causing but that the 

interactions between wall stress the circumferential can 
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LU .. 'VH."' .............. It has shown that the interaction between flow velocity and prt::SSllfe 

plays a which is a similar as flow velocity is a determinant shear stress and 

pressme a determinant of circumferential 

56]. 

[34, 38, 41, 43-45, 47, 51, 

Some non-mechanical factors can also to IH including thrombogenicity, absence 

of vascular endothelium and non-biocompatibility. Vessel damage during sutme 

causes endothelial cell as a stimuli the onset ofIH [43, 49, 

Two other for design of are: (1) their 

structural integrity to withstand at suture (to suture pullout) and 

(2) sufficient resistance to kinking and flattening in order to retain open lumen [36]. 

....., .. , ......... grafts can subdivided into two main namely bioprosthetics 

synthetic Bioprosthetic grafts are of biological origin and are composed mainly 

autologous, homologous of heterologous are sometimes cross

linked with fixatives and/or reinforced with synthetic materials. Synthetic grafts comprise 

entirely or mostly synthetic materials [36]. 

2.3 .. 1 Bioprostbetics 

Autologous (native 

with saphenous vein 

artery also used routinely to 

best option in most cases 

the coronary 

are sornetiml;':s as 

of in vascular 

Internal Mammary 

specifically. Radial and 

Radial is usually 

used to replace the right Internal Mammary Artery and is useful to diameter, 

length, ease harvest results. Autologous 

vessels are either excised and re-implanted, or left in with only the distal or proximal 

ends repositioned and anastomosed to bypass the occluded artery [23,24,36, 52, 

61]. 

are ''''''''''''1'''' problems associated with implanting into the ",..t~'1"1 '" circulation. 

undergo degradation when exposed to the arterial circulation VU.L ... ",,,U. Shortly 

implantation a will over to followed myointimal IDlI[;Ke:mrlg 

in a process termed arterialisation. re-endothelialisation will typically 

place. Due to overdistention caused by increase, a vein graft acts as a 
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tube in 

Arterialisation is 

[31, 36, 38-40, 43, 44, 59, 62-64]. 

'1"1"~>"",,'''1" wall thickening IaC1CorS u..:>,,'v..., •.•. n ... · .... with arterial 

circulation. arterial circulation, veins to undergo 

greater circumferential deformation than the venous circulation, known to a 

myointimal thickening. Prolonged cyclic stretching a graft 

also to promote vessel wall thickening. It has shown an increase wall 

tension is more strongly related to medial thickening while shear stress more 

strongly correlated to intimal thickening. flow velocity is another stimulus 

which causes wall thickening, while increased flow Velocity has been implicated 

dilation of grafts over time. Low flow could increase wall thickening due to 

u .. ., .• """"" ......... interaction between blood and wall cellular It has 

sUJ~ge:ste:d that flow more than the absolute flow velocity, has a major 

impact on the wall thickening [31, 34, 39,41,43,49-51, 54, 65,66]. 

A few weeks implantation vein graft usually reaches equilibrium 

where the luminal radius and the wall thickness equals a relatively universal value for all 

the arteries in the patient. In 50% of vein adaptive wall tmc:::kenlI1lg 

lJe(:onles pathologic to the extent that main associated vascular 

the formation By ten years only 50 to 60 % Saphenous vein remain patent 

and of the patent another 50% is significantly stenosed [23, 31, 34, 38, 40, 51, 

54, 63,66,67]. 

Reduction in wall thickening is a key goal m preventing vein failure. The 

me:Cfi:amcal T<IJ,..,.,rn1"'" associated with wall and formation IH already 

been discussed. Other problems encountered when using vein are the limited 

number use (without venous circulation disturbances) while 

available may be unusable to conditions 43, 

have also conducted to develop an off-the-shelf conduit scaffold which can 

subsequently seeded with autologous vascular cells. Decellularised vein been tested 

as a possible to this The decellularisation been to 

decrease antigenicity, reducing the of rejection and does not significantly 

the morphology of the vessel so that burst strength and suture pull-out is not influenced. 

point to this approach is the time to such a making these 

unusable at short notice [61]. 
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In heterologous grafts, changes occur that resemble atherosclerosis and they are less 

reliable as autologous grafts. These grafts were however used in various fonns before the 

development of synthetic grafts. The use of heterologous arterial tissue is limited mostly 

to arteriovenous shunts [36]. 

2.3.2 Synthetic Grafts 

There is widespread use of Dacron (PET) and Teflon (ePTFE) grafts in vascular surgery 

[24, 43, 44, 57, 62]. Dacron grafts consist of crystalline filaments bundles into 

multifilament yarns which are then either knitted of woven to produce tubular grafts 

pictured in Figure 2-6. The knitted grafts are less prone to fraying than the woven ones 

while the woven grafts are less prone to kinking. ePTFE grafts consist of a solid nodes 

linked by inter-connecting fibrils pictured in Figure 2-7 [36]. 

Figure 2-6: Electron microscope images of portions of (a) a knitted Dacron graft and 

(b) a woven Dacron graft [36]. 

Figure 2-7: Electron microscope image of a section of an ePTFE graft [36]. 
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While Dacron grafts are favoured for use as large diameter grafts, where they have a 93% 

patency rate at 10 years, ePTFE grafts are favoured for medium sized grafts and have a 

patency of 40-50% at 4 years [36,43,62]. In small diameter cases however both of these 

grafts fail rapidly due to occlusion caused by thrombosis and IH [23,36,37,43, 52, 61, 

62]. IH occurs mainly at the anastomosis of synthetic grafts [38, 43, 48]. This is where 

the artery, to which the synthetic graft is sutured, will be damaged initiating the IH [43]. 

Both Dacron and ePTFE are also inherently thrombogenic and once implanted require 

continual washing of the surface with high blood flow. If low flow velocity is the 

experienced, reducing shear stress, intimal thickening will also be seen in synthetic 

grafts. It is interesting to note that more IH will occur in prosthetic conduits than 

autologous grafts, with the same haemodynamic variation [23, 37, 38]. Other mechanical 

and non-mechanical factors causing IH have already been discussed. 

Polyurethane (PU) grafts have been created which mimic arterial compliance, but they 

have not progressed past clinical trials. PU grafts (shown in Figure 2-8) show good 

biocompatibility, deformational and strength properties, but are susceptible to 

degradation over long implantation periods. The mechanical properties can be varied by 

varying the porosity of the material. When PU grafts were implanted into the canine 

model, more compliance loss over time occurred for compliance-matched grafts 

compared to the non-comp1iance-matched grafts. This could be due to the increased 

porosity needed to create the matched grafts, as the increased porosity can lead to 

augmented ingrowth and therefore greater compliance change. A negative point to PU 

grafts is that they have been associated with thrombosis and embolism formation after 

implantation [23, 36,42,43,46,61,62]. 

Figure 2-8: Electron microscope image of a section of porous polyurethane graft [36]. 
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Autologous grafts undergo some chronic physiological changes (like wall thickening) 

after implantation, but this does not cause any change in their compliance. For prosthetic 

grafts this is however not the case. The surrounding tissues cause prosthetic grafts to lose 

compliance over time. This is especially true for porous structures where considerable 

fibrous tissue ingrowth takes place [37, 44-46]. 

2.3.3 Towards the Ideal Vascular Graft 

The ideal graft has been described to have the following properties [43,46,68,69]: 

• Resistance to infection 

• Biocompatibility 

• Non-thrombogenicity, even in low flow states. 

• Generation of optimum tissue reaction: allowing healing while preventing fibrous 

capsule formation 

• Facilitate ease of suturing and allow minimal size of needle holes and bleeding 

following implantation. It must allow sutures to hold when under longitudal and 

circumferential tension and retain axial and radial compliance and pulsatility 

• Durability 

• Resistance to degradation 

• Flexibility 

• Compliance 

• Similar viscoelastic properties to the artery it is replacing 

• A vailability in a wide range of sizes 

• Manufactured cheaply in a relatively short space of time. 

Unfortunately no ideal graft has been developed to date and work is being done to create 

a graft with the best possible properties. Native veins and arteries remain the reference 

material for medium and small diameter arteries as they function the best of all grafts 

under these conditions [58, 62]. Work continues in order to obtain the ideal graft and 

different avenues have been explored. 

Using vein cuffs make the compliance and size mismatch more gradual leads to improved 

patency by redistributing the ill away from the anastomosis, even though the overall 

extent of the IH remains the same [44]. 
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Mechanical suitability alone does not guarantee the success of a graft [36, 70]. Grafts 

also need to be non-thrombogenic and burst resistant [71]. In this respect, surface 

modification of existing grafts or the incorporation of autologous vessel cells into the 

synthetic grafts have been suggested [37, 62]. Increasing porosity of synthetic grafts 

leads to increased healing by the formation of an endothelial layer in the lumen [72]. In 

ePTFE grafts the porosity can be increased and used advantageously to promote ingrowth 

stimulating the formation of an endothelial layer. The increased porosity unfortunately 

also increased the adherence of other materials to the graft that could be damaging [43]. 

There does however exist a need for vascular grafts to have the same mechanical 

properties as that of the nati ve artery which they need to replace [46, 62, 71]. 

Attention should be given to designing more compliant grafts. This could be done by 

increasing porosity or possibly using double tubular grafts consisting of more compliant 

inner linings with less compliant outer linings [44]. Many such composite grafts have 

undergone some degree of testing, but have not yet passed clinical trials. Tests have been 

conducted on PU grafts with polycarbonate urethane inner mesh and an outer layer 

consisting of meshed Dacron, sealed to prevent leakage. These composite grafts showed 

improved patency as well as decreased stenosis and intimal thickening compared to 

ePTFE grafts when tested in the canine model [62]. Another graft tested in the canine 

model constituted a woven graft of pre-stretched PU monofilament yam and polyester 

multifilament yam. These showed the development of a stable neointima within 6 

months. PU grafts reinforced with knitted polyester also showed several advantageous 

over ePTFE when tested in 52 patients, however the cumulative patency rate was still 

inferior to ePTFE grafts [62]. Applying external support to synthetic grafts leads to a 

decrease in intimal thickening. PU grafts which are very porous can be unstable and it 

appears that by adding an external wrap around the graft shields it partially from the 

degradation while still allowing healing though ingrowth. 

Composite grafts containing saphenous vein have also been researched extensively. It has 

been suggested that the patency of Saphenous vein bypass grafts might be improved in 

future if the wall properties can be manipUlated to approach that of a artery [53]. 

Composite grafts consisting of vein grafts wrapped in tightly fitting Dacron mesh 

(diameter downsizing about 10 %) were tested in the canine model. In this case the 

myointimal wall thickening was decreased compared to both normal vein graft controls 

and vein grafts with loosely fitting Dacron wrap [31]. New Zealand white rabbits tight 
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and loosely fitting ePTFE wraps and wall thickening was seen to be greater in the loosely 

wrapped grafts than in the tightly wrapped ones [34]. Rat vein grafts were also wrapped 

in polyester stents, reducing the formation of IH [73]. In the porcine model, vein grafts 

supported by external polyester stents also showed less IH than control grafts even at one 

month. At six months the luminal area of the wrapped grafts was even greater than at one 

month. A decrease in medial as well as intimal thickening was reported Space between 

the stent and the vein graft was initially occupied by thrombus, which over time 

reorganized to form a neo-adventitia. A loose fitting porous Dacron mesh also improved 

the overall thickening by decreased SMC proliferation. A tightly fitting PTFE stent 

however still decreased medial thickening, but increased IH. The porosity of the external 

stent is closely related to its healing abilities, in particular the formation of the neo-intima 

[39, 64, 66]. Vein grafts supported by a Dacron mesh were implanted in sheep and this 

caused severely decreased intimal thickening compared to unsupported grafts [52]. Ten 

patients who received vein grafts wrapped in Gore-Tex ring enforced vascular grafts and 

showed good patency after long term follow up [73]. Saphenous vein grafts inserted into 

a 8 mm diameter ePTFE wrap of external bead support type was shown to have reduced 

compressions and kinks [74]. By applying a tight ePTFE wrap to a vein graft in order to 

decrease the diameter, a decrease in IH was shown, while a loose wrap did not have any 

positive effect [35]. Dashwood et al (2002) showed that externally stenting vein grafts 

with a polyester stent affected the nerve distribution. The formation of paravascular nerve 

bundles is significantly reduced, while nerve distribution on the mediaVadventitial border 

is unaffected. The formation of a neointima was also reduced in the stented grafts and it 

is therefore postulated that the presence of paravascular nerves could influence graft 

thickening. The formation of a dense and organized neo-adventitia is though to block to 

formation ofthe nerves to some extent [59]. 

External support of vein grafts prevents over dilation beyond the artery size, decreasing 

disrupted flow patterns and de-endothelialisation. Vessel wall thickening appears to be a 

response to normalize changed wall mechanics experienced in the arterial circulation by 

decreasing tangential wall stress and increasing wall shear stress. External stenting 

decreases this thickening by performing this function [52-54,64]. 

From these experiments it can be deduced that increasing wall shear stress contributes to 

decreasing the wall thickening. The observed reduction in wall thickening can thus be 

due to the reduction of graft distention by the restrictive external supports and/or due in 
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to increased blood velocity (determinant of shear stress). Both of these mechanical 

factors have been implicated in reduction of wall thickening and IH in both bioprosthetic 

and synthetic graphs. However wall shear stress has been shown to play less of a role in 

wall thickening than the decrease of circumferential wall tension. [31, 49, 63, 72, 73]. It 

appears that tight fitting non-porous external stents do not show the same improvements 

in graft patency as porous non-restrictive external wraps. This has been postulated to be 

due to the more effective adventitial macro vascular network which develops in porous 

and oversized grafts.[39, 53,64,66]. Problems associated with external support generally 

relate to stent size and material used, as well as the application of the external support 

[53, 73]. An external support in the form of a perivenous fibrin glue spray has been 

proposed. This allows the vein to preserve some pulsatility while overdistention is 

prevented [53]. 

Some of the mechanical factors implicated in IH can also be altered by varying the 

anastomotic geometries. This has been investigated through computer modeling [48]. 

2.4 Shape Memory Alloys 

The structure examined in this work consists of a material type called a Shape Memory 

Alloy (SMA). A number of different SMAs exist e.g.: Ag-Cd, Au-Cd, Cu-Zn-AI, Cu-AI

Ni, Ni-AI, Fe-Pt, Mn-Cu and Ni-Ti [75-77]. The attribute that separates SMAs from other 

metals and metallic alloys is that they can exist in two solid phases, whose crystal 

structures depend on temperature and their state of stress. At high temperatures the SMA 

exists in the austenite phase and at lower temperatures it is in the martensite phase. The 

two properties for which SMA's are best known are: the Shape Memory Effect and 

Superelasticity. Superelasticity occurs at sufficiently high temperatures and is the 

recovery of large strains through a loading-unloading curve. The shape memory effect 

describes the recovery of large strains by a combination of mechanical and thermal 

effects [77-80]. 

Of all the SMAs Nitinol (Ni-Ti alloy) is probably the most used in the medical field due 

to its high degree of biocompatibility. It is also strong, sufficiently non-reactive, does not 

fatigue as easily as other metals and is non-magnetic (ensuring Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging will still be possible) [9, 78, 81, 82]. Another feature that makes Nitinol suitable 
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for biological applications is that the temperature range In which it IS superelastic 

includes the temperature of the human body [83]. 

The martensite phase will start to transform into the austenite phase upon heating. In the 

stress-free state, the temperature at which this transformation initiates is called the 

austenite start temperature (As), while the temperature at which it ends is called the 

austenite finish temperature (Ar). Similarly, cooling Nitinol from the austenite phase will 

result in a phase transformation back to the martensite phase. This transformation begins 

at the martensite start temperature (Ms) and ends at the martensite finish temperature 

(Mf). Figure 2-9 illustrates how the percentage of austenite phase present in a sample 

changes with a change in the temperature. The composition and stress state of the alloy 

influences the characteristic temperatures at which these transformations occur. The 

difference between the characteristic transition temperatures for heating and cooling is 

called the hysteresis. For Nitinol this is usually around 20-50 °c [78-80]. 

~ 0 

(]) At Ms 
~ 1000/0 c 
(]) ....... 
(J) 

::::J « 

00/0 
Temperature 

Figure 2-9: The percentage austenite phase present in the alloy during the heating and 

cooling of an SMA . 

The two different solid phases have different crystal structures. The austenite phase has a 

body-centred cubic (bcc) crystal structure, while the martensite phase has a monoclinic 

crystal structure. This crystal structure can exist in multi-variant or single variant phase 

[76, 77, 83]. Due to their distinct crystal structures, a difference can be observed in the 

physical properties of the martensite and austenite phases. In the martensite phase the 
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alloy is softer and more ductile, whereas it is strong and hard when it is in the austenite 

phase [78]. The multi-variant martensite phase is shown in Figure 2-10 . 

. ' 
~ ...... 

1/ I 
t 

Figure 2-10: Multi-variant martensite crystals [84]. 

0.7 PIn 

When the metal is the austenite phase (i.e. above the temperature Ar) it can transform to 

the martensite phase in two different ways. If it is cooled the bec crystals will start to 

form multi-variant monoclinic crystals, representing the martensite phase. Otherwise, if 

stress is applies to it, the bcc crystals will start to transform to single variant monoclinic 

crystals, lying in the direction most preferential to the applied stress. This is called the 

stress induced martensite phase (SIM). 

This property is based on the fact that the martensite phase can form at temperatures 

higher that Ms if it is in a state of stress. There is, however, a maximum temperature 

(labelled Md) above which the austenite phase cannot form SIM. 

If multi-variant martensite is places under stress, the crystals will re-orient themselves in 

the direction most preferential to the applied stress in a process termed martensite re

orientation. This processes and the formation of SIM have equal maximum theoretical 

recoverable inelastic strain, as both end in the single-variant martensite state [81]. The 

orientation will be such that it produces the maximum strain with respect to the applied 

stress [78]. Applying further stress to single variant martensite will lead to distortion of 

its lattice causing unrecoverable strain [77] . 
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two most well-known reS1POIllses of can explained as follows: 

1) The Memory is a temperature induced response. When Nitinol is "'...,"·A ........ 

from the austenite phase to the martensite phase; the alloy will its It can 

easily inelastically deformed in the phase (by undergoing re-

orientation at a crystallographic level). Subsequent heating to Af temperature 

results resumption of the original and rigidity by the formation bcc crystals 

of the This process is known as the one-way Memory Effect [78]. 

two-way Shape Memory Effect occurs when the alloy recovers a shape upon 

heating it above but also returns to a specified but when VV'U·L ...... 

Mf [78]. 

2) Superelasticity (also called pseudoelasticity) is a stress induced phase transformation. 

Superelasticity refers to Nitinol' s property which allows it to return to its original shape 

after substantial deformation. This can only occur when alloy is in the austenite phase 

and occurs to single variant SIM [81]. stress-strain relationship that occurs 

during the superelastic is illustrated in Figure 2-11. While this mechanism 

recoverable upon unloading, the addition more stress again leads to unrecoverable 

to lattice distortion [77]. Superelasticity can only occur at temperatures 

Af to Md [78]. 

Strain 
2-11: un"","-· .... ,r,'I11"1 graph ofNitinol illustrating superelastic effect. 

mechanisms and transformations do not always occur in such a structured fashion. 

Sometimes does not form completely and as little as 70 % of material can 

become martensitic even after full transformation. One of reasons this anomaly 

trapped in the alloy, which cause some plates to become locked in and unable 
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to transform further [75]. Another interesting phenomenon is that 

plateaus, which can see in Figure does not ne(~es~;an mark 

transformation. It only needs to the of strain IV,",""ILlJUL.'V.u 

should be into account to explain the ""AM,,,,,,.,,,,, 

testing [81]. 

2.5 Continuum Mechanics 

2.5.1 Kinematics 

end stress 

phase 

this 

information in three was [85, 86]. 

COltltmtUUltIl UI..,..,J"""',U,,",'" is the study mathematical models describing behaviour of 

continuous .u'"'u .... and solids. Properties are to vary smoothly with 

position 

mftt-ment loading conditions and consists 

medium and models "",","',-,U.IJ 

this only common ~l.ul"'l~H"''' will 

will be described Section 

respOllse of to 

main areas: (1) n .... ,. .. I".c:! common to any 

the behaviour of .......... ru.H 

dealt with. The ,..""",,,h" 

materials. 

When a continuum deformed, a particle . that was originally at position 

X:::: (XI'X2 ,X3 ) at time to will at a position x 'X2'X3 ) at timet. This is 

Figure 

Figure . The deformation of a body B. 
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'" 
That mOlCIon IS by x == x(X,t). This function is lTnlPTI1 and therefore 

..... .rn.'''' .... ' ........ equations can described in two different ways, 

or the description. In the agrang;lan (Material or Reference) description the 

runcncm is described in terms the retl;':relrlCe coordinates and time t. In the LJ ...... v ........ 

(Spatial) IS in terms of the 

coordimites x (XI' , x3) and time t . 

time rate of change any function 8 is defined by material derivative and is 

associated a distinct material point X . If function uses the Lagrangian 

description its material derivative is as 

00 

Dt 
(2.4) 

If the Eulerian description is to define 8(x,t), the material derivative of 8(x,t) is 

== 
a8 

v·V8+ . (2.5) 

The material derivative of motion is velocity and of velocity (v) is the acc:ele:ratlon 

v==-
Dt 

(2.6) 

a = = ---ORa = Dv(x, = -+(Vv)v. 
Dt Dt at 

(2.7) 

displacement field is defined by 

u :=: x(X,t) - X, (2.8) 

so that 

x(X,t) +u(X,t). (2.9) 

Deformation neighbouring element x will then 

x+dx=X+ + u(X + dX,t). (2.10) 
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defonnation of body the ...,n" ... J.F.'~'" 

can be 

Q!stances between the 

neighbouring points must be 

equation (2.9) to obtain 

by subtracting equation 10) 

Vu is 

=dX+u(X+ u(X,t) 

dX+ 

with "')nrlpOnenlts a~i . Io'.LU'I.<.vJl1< "" ax. ' 
.I 

au. au. 
ax! aX2 

[vu] = aU2 

aXl 

Equation (2.11) can be .. uu,'tJu.,,,....,'" by UTM1Cl1"HT 

dx= 

IS 

F is defonnation 1". .. "' ...... "" .... defined by F::::: I+Vu. The 

distance between particles is defined by 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

13) 

of 

(2.14) 

For displacements ~I+ where is the infinitesimal strain tensor defined 

by 

E t[(VU)T + Vu] = sym(Vu). (2.1 

a dSn between the of the 

the by 

(ds)2 _(dS)2 2(dS)2n· En. (2.16) 

In the case of this can also written as 

(ds)-(dS) (ds +dS)(ds-dS) ~ 2dS(ds-dS). (2.17) 
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(2.16) 17) the III direction n IS defined 

applroxilmat(~l) by 

(J is the 

in 

dx1and 

the 

ds-dS 

dS 
n· (2.18) 

n are orthogonal vectors. 

(2.19) 

we let (J r measures 

to between 

deformed elements. Since r) = sinr and for small 

ds 
r= r, d; ~ 1, ~ 1 the change is defined by 

I 

r -En. 

eigenvalues of strain tensor are the principal ., ... U.4U ... .,. 

acts in the direction of its eigenvector (or principal direction). 

respective un .. "I-' ........ directions n i are thus defined by 

principal 

principal 

strain tensor three real corresponding 3 orthogonal eU,!len'\l'ectors 

material change of dx , a ....... "',1" ..... ,'" element, is defined by 

X= (2.22) 

where (Vv) if is the velocity l5UXYi'-'Jla which can written as 
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Vv== ==D+W. (2.23) 

equation (2.23) D == symm(Vv) is rate of deformation tensor W skw(Vv) 

is spin tensor. From (2.23), 

D 
dx·-(dx) == dx·(Vv)dx== dx·Ddx+dx· Wdx, (2.24) 

but since W is anti-symmetric dx· W dx == 0 and equation (2.24) becomes 

dx· ==dx·Ddx. 
Dt 

(2.25) 

the material derivative of dx· ( ds )2 

·-(dx)== (2.26) 

equations 

defined by 

and the rate of extension (stretching) in the direction n is 

1 
------'-

ds Dt 
n·Dn ==Dnn' (2.27) 

Similar to equation (2.20), m· Dn is the rate of decrease in between two elelnenlts 

dS,m and dS2n. W defmes the ... ,u"" ........... velocity ro Wx ro x x. 

_.oJ .. _ Balance Laws 

Conservation of mass implies that 

D 
(pdV)==O 

Dt 

density and v' is volume. Equation (2.28) can 

as 

(2.28) 

be 
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(2.29) is 

Dp 

Dt 
+v·Vp 0 at 

the equation of conservation or the continuity equation. 

surface [fru~t1on at a on the boundary B a continuum is defined 

(2.30) 

i\f is the force on surface area M. Assume vector n is normal to 

boundary then traction is given 

t - an n 1) 

0' is the Cauchy stress tensor. balance momentum requires that the rate 

change linear momentum must equal total force. leads to ,-,au", ... Y equations 

diva + pfB = pa (2.32) 

where fD is body on the body 

When a body is equilibrium with forces on it no acceleration win 

expene:nceo. Equation (2.32) becomes 

and is Ir .... ".",,..... as ....... ,nn.'" of equilibrium. 

Boundary Conditions 

In to the motion, boundary conditions are needed to define a 

problem. Consider a body with that 

na~n o 2-13). We consider 3 types of boundary conditions. 
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Figure . Domains of difforent boundary conditions on 

(1 ) Displacements can be defined on one or more regions of the boundary, i.e. 

(2) ;:)rurra(;e tractions can be del1ned on one or more rell~1011S of the boundary, 

(3) Contact can defined on one or more • '"'i".U.HIi:> of the boundary. 

this work JJ.Jl'_"''''U IS zero normal contact nft::SSlllfe uses 

contact formulations. d be distance between two contact surfaces 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

problems 

softened 

the 

they exert on other. hard contact formulation not-",,,,,,,,,, will exert zero 

while d > 0 and non-zero ...... & .. "'",, .. ''' whend O. In softened contact however, 

there some do on d from where preSSlllfe starts to mc:rellSe according to 

some ~"'~''-'U'IJU. In the problems considered this softened contact an 

exponential curve is defined. For this definition a UJ.'::>Ika.l",,'"' do on the /t_.,...,..,cY and nn::SSlllfC 

value on the axis must be given order to define dis~tal1Lce·-pn~ssure curve 

shown in 2-14. 

contact boundary condition on is therefore 

t'T 0 Vd on 

t·n =0 Vd>do on aBc 

+ :,)(e d -IJ 5:, do 
on aBc 
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P 

Po 

~ d 

. Softened curve. 

Summary 

The governing equations of this problem are as follows: 

div(J+ pfB 0 (2.33) 

(J = feE) (2.37) 

With boundary conditions: 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

t'T = 0 on 

t·n 0 (2.36) 

define relation between the stress and strain distributions in equation (2.37), 

constitutive equations the In the next 

section the constitutive theory is discussed for material model which will be used in 

this work. 
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2.5.4 Shape Memory Alloy Constitutive Theory 

constitutive equations used in ABAQUS 6.4-5 (Abaqus Inc., Providence, 

~~~ ~ on the following [79,80, 

87]. 

this constitutive model, the 

processes are COIlSmereu: 

is assumed to be isotropic. Three transformation 

.. to phase => S). 

.. Conversion from single-variant martensite to austenite phase (S => A). 

Dl.u:J;:.H" variant martensite reorientation. 

The one-dimensional transformation processes is illustrated by Figure 

function can be defIned as 

The loading 

=(Y- (2.38) 

Where cr is applied paraml~ter and T is the teIlrroc::rature of 

system. For the A => S transformation > 0 while for S => 

<0. 

The => S transformation starts when increasing loading function crosses the line 

(2.39) 

where Ms is a material parameter. At this point the martensite fraction ( ) pre:sellt In 

material is equal to zero as still of " .... ,.1-"" .... 

material. This transformation completed when the increasing IVU,uUJIJ;:. function crosses 

the line 

(2.40) 

where M f is a material parameter. At this point ;s = I and material has 

completely traJflstlDmlOO into 

S=> transtlDmlatllon starts when decreasing loading function crosses the line 
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FSSA u-C(T- =0 (2.41) 

where As is a material pm'3Jlletc;:r At point where two lines cross 1, as the 

IS entirellv the rtenslte phase. trwtlstlornlatllon to the austenite phase is 

completed when the dec~r~lSlIlg loading IUI1CtllOn crosses the line 

where 

~s =0. 

Figure 

IS <11.',",,1""'," .. material pm'3Jlle{{~r tfaltlsformation is 

T 

dimensional transformation processes. 

=0 

=0 

=0 

Next three dimensional model is considered. total experienced by 

material is the eCl1JatllOn 

is the elastic strain etT' is the transformation strain and 

IS e' L 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

is a scalar parameter representing the maximum deformation obtainable by 

only the single martensite 

During each of the 3 transformation pr()cesse:s listed earlier, changes in £' occur. 

To define the constitllltive relation for material it necessary to analyse 
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(2.45) 
+ 

Note that during of martensrte present in 

the material does not change. '. = O. 

Austenite to Single-Variant Martensite Transformation 

A Drucker-Prager-type loading function is employed as a function stress «i) and 

temperature (T) 

( (i, T) Iltll + + 

where t is the deviatoric stress tensor (t = t'i ) and is the pressure, and 

71 are material parameters and IHI • .u .... "v""~v" the euclidean norm. 

The 

model 

final an~;tolrImiticm functions differ that of the one un,,,,",,,,,,",,",,,",-

are by 

(2.47) 

where 

(2.48) 

with all material parameters 

transformation can only take place as long as the following conditions (activation 

conditions) are satisfied: >0; <0 , pAS> o. 

scaled transformation strain is assumed to evolve as follows 

(2.49) 
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where 
80 

The Sln!!le-vanaJtn martensite trac~tl(Jln either as a or 

eXIJOlllenlUa1 form. work asswnes the exponential form 

= (1- (2.50) 

Where I(AS is a material parameter measuring the speed transformation and HAS 

conditions for 

{
I llf F AS > 0 F AS < 0 pAS> 0 

S 'f ' 

o if Otherwise . 

Single variant martensite to austenite transformation 

Where 

(2.46). 

The initial 

·th SA 
WI as 

J.lr!'l'ITPlr_t"mp function is again ",IUj.1IV to aeIme the loading function 

(0, = Iltll + 

is a material Daraml~ter and the other variables are U""I.UJ.'I,,·U as for 

final traJnstornllalJion functions are given by 

where 

a~( ~+q J-CSAAS 

~ ( J% +q J-cSA 
AI 

(2.51) 
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conditions for transformation to SA SA 'SA 
place are Fs > 0 ; Ff < 0 ; F > O. 

scaled trrunstlomlatllon strain by 

where 
SA £ 

N =W (2.56) 

The variant martensl1te nRCllOn as an exponential that 

(2.57) 

with a material paranIeter ~U""u.:J,.uUJ'M the of transformation and 

embedding activation conditions for the transformation. 

{
I < 0, > 0, 

o if Otherwise 

<0 
(2.58) 

Single-Variant Martensite Reorientation Process 

loading function and initial transformation function is given by 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

with ss ,Cs all material paranIeters. 

The activation condition the form 

(2.62) 

= (2.63),(2.64) 
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scaled transformation corresponding to the single-variant martensite re-

orientation transformation 

(2.65) 

{
I if > 0 

o if Otherwise' 
(2.66) 

Additional Considerations 

In practice SMA material has enough pnprov to u.u ... ""'" the phase transformation 

from austenite to smilIe-van martensite phase, it would also enough energy to re-

orient fraction of material alr,"'a"I'<1 transformed .. '. which 

to ext)reSSlOlrlS of it can calculated that 

(2.67) 

obtain an expression for the scaled transformation strain, the rate equations the 

previous must be integrated. 

N is the current value ofN while H ss 1, otherwise it is equal to the last value 

ofN attained 

Model review 

The scaled transformation E' can be split into a deviatoric and 

I (2.69) 

w v can be written as 

(2.71) 
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ofthe 

A 

deviatoric part N . The martensite fraction evolution 

that still renlalIlS in rate 

= HAS K AS (1 

pSA 
) (F'')A )2 

.f 

only part 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

where the define previously. The has previously been 

as 

(2.75) 

-Ii e' - L (2.76) 

The energy um;UOifi ( lp ) T'pnT'p<:!~~nT<:! the portion of energy available for work at 

a constant tpn"lnP'T'<lIi-nT'P pnpT'OV function IS 

elastic chosen 

(2.77) 

De a fourth-order ... ~"""u .. modulus tensor. 

The stress distribution then defined 

alp 
#If!-_-.... - -ae (2.78) 

The elastic tensor De is assumed to isotropic. strain equations can then split 

volumetric and deviatoric as follows 

(2.79) 

(2.80) 
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(2.81) 

€+ 
3 

(2.82) 

Also 

p= =K(8 

(2.84) 

2.6 Numerical modelling 

2.6.1 Finite Element Method 

The information in this sec •. lon was summarised from 89]. A solution metno,Q 

solving the governing eQtlaIl4[)nS of the given Section is not 

U.U<4UH". therefore an solution metnoiQ 1S Different anr)rm{imLate 

solution methods are available, but current work, FEM is used and be 

described. In this method body under consideration is subdivided (refer to 

2-16) and an approximate solution IS constructed simple functions (e.g. 

Iynomlals,). In to apply solutions, problem to be 

stated in weak form. 

Figure A continuum body B rl'nrl'.,.,,,ntfC'd by 1'11'1111'11'1.,. 

Principle of Virtual Work 

function spa.ces must ael:me:am to formulate problem etliectllveJ 

space (B) of 
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(B) = {u: fu 2dv < 
B 

space can be employed to define the space Hl (B) as 

(B) {u : U E (B), : E 

I 

i = 1,2,3} 

Both of these "n<>f''''' are inner product "' ...... ..., ..... '" with their products and norms ael:me:a 

(u, w)L.1 = fuwdV 
B (2.87) 

(B) and 

(u, W)H' = f(uw+ . Vw)dV 
B (2.88) 

formulate the form of the displacement problem, a of actual displacements, 

U, and a set of functions w must be defined from respective Sobolev spaces. 

test functions are defined by sets 

(2.89) 

where 8Bu is 

The 

section of the boundary of B where displacement conditions are 

lJ01.maary condition COI1Sl<1len::<1 here is u/ = 0 and displacement 

therefore the two sets are 

When Cauchy's equilibrium equation is multiplied u ... ,,, ........ by WE V and 

over the entire body it becomes 

fw , + fw , o. 
B B 

integrated 

(2.90) 
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It can be that 

div(aw):::: 0" +w·divO' . (2.91) 

Substituting equation (2.91) into equation(2.90) we obtain 

Jdiv( aw )dV - JO'. VwdV = - Jw. fB dV . (2.92). 
B B B 

The 

Jdiv(aw)dV q(aw)'ndS:::: Jt,wdS 
B an an 

and since 0' is symmetric, it can be shown that 

O',VW=O'·E(W). (2.94). 

equation (2.93) (2.94) into account, the variational or form of 

the IJLVV .. ..,J'U ~xomes: 

U E U (the actual displacement) such that for any WE V (virtual displacement) 

equation holds: 

JO'(U)'E(w)dV= Jt,wdS+ Jw.fBdV. 
n M B 

hOlmIum (2.95) is known as principal work displacement) or simply as 

the work statement. The stress distribution, 0'( u) , can written in terms of strain 

through constitutive theory "''"'",''' .. .<1 .. ''' .... in the """",'{1'''',,,<' s(~cuon. The strain can be 

defined in term of displacement, u, using infinitesimal strain tensor. 

Galerkin Formulation 

(2.95) cannot m be analytically, an 

displacement solution must found. The UalerliGll method can be used to construct an 

approximate solution to the virtual work statement by replacing V, an infinite 

amlenlslonal space, by , a fmite-dimensional where 
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> {¢.>}r 
V' = span ¢. 

(A 1=1 

(2.96) 

where 

larger value of r closer approximate solution 

resembles the exact solution. The approximate solutions to the test u v 

can be given terms of the 

1=1 

where 

PI' (11' 

Substituting equation (2.97) into equation (2.95) the approximate virtual equation 

J t_w r dS + Jw r _rR dV 
8R B 

known as the Galerkin formulation. 

Finite Element Method Formulation 

here of, 

follows: 

notation will be used to describe the stress and strain tensors as 

(2.99) 
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(2.100) 

a function OlS],lac:ement, usmg ....., ... vn (2.97) it can be written as 

101) 

...... b."' ... (2.98) can then becomes 

(2.102) 
B oB B 

102) leads to 

JBT u(a)dV J te<pdS + JrB e<pdV, (2. 
B oB B 

can also be written as 

K(a) F. 104) 

the global stiffuess maltnx while F is the FYL"".n .. u .. "' ........... M vector defmed by 

105) 

F = J te<pdS + JrB e<pdV (2.106) 
aB B 

Element Definition 

the domain is subdivided into .... ~" .... n". elements B1, ••• , ,., .... , . These 

elernents obey the '"'" .. ' .... U.ViI"" 
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Ue B -
m=l m-

103) can urr • .,.",n in term elernents as 

fBT cr(a)dV = 
m:IBm 

e f t •• dS + L frB •• dV 
oBm m=IB .. 

107) 

are three conditions displacement to converge to exact solution 

II The model must within the 

displacements between adjacent elements must be compatible. part is 

accomplished choosing continuous polynomials and the sec:onct part holds if 

the displacement of the element boundary depends only on the that lie on it. 

ctls.pla~Celtlle:nt IllOUlelS must include body displacement 

II The als.plalceltllelnt IllOGlCl must u ...... ', ...... ", ... constant states 

Isoparametric Element 

avoid having to ,",VA,UIJ'.n ... an inverse B can be constructed Qm~cu with the 

use of interpolation shape) functions. functions are most conveniently 

in terms natural used to isoparametric 

A local coordinate ",u,,1'P''n is one that is ael:me~ for one element a global 

coordinate system is ael:me:ct for the entire body. A natural system is a 

ooordinate system permits the of a point in the element by a set 

aUnellSl~)ruess UUJLUV,,",,"'" Uln,,,,,, .. magnitudes never exceed unity. EX1)re~~sulg an element's 

natural ....... '-"L ................ "' .. ,"'1'''' ..... gen(~raus(~s displacements 

formulation and allows numerical mtc~gr.atlcm used to solve 

to be carried out more easily. Each ....... j'u ... 'cu expressed in the 

simplifies .... "I ...... ~j''-''U 

virtual work 

coordinate .,,,,,,1',,,,,,,, 

actual element) a parent element local natural ...... ,,, .. "i ..... o·t'" system ...,."'v .... ,, ..... "'" 

A 

There an invertible ma~pp:mg the isoparametric element Bm to 

element Bm 
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-?B 

x=F(x) 

The linear quadrilateral eleJmeJtlt 'V'f'>",.u..., .. with it's parent element is illustrated 

2-17. 

2 

-1 

1 

Parent 

Figure 

(actual 

tt 
1 
1 
A 

8 

_1 

A point in a 

g (g,q,r) 

element 

7: 

3 y 

1 
Ii 2 

4 

1 

Actual 

fl1l/ufrl/ntt'rnl element in natural In", .. "."" PJ'pmPHT 

A 

c(}{}roiin(}jte systems, mapping B onto 

hexahedral isoparametric element IS 

o < g < 1, 0 < q < 1 and 0 < r < L ma,ppllng onto 

n A 

X = x(g) = 2: X/A 
i=l 

3 

x 

terms of 

(2.109) 

The sum 

element has 8 

over in the element. 

are numbered as shown in 

neJi~anc;:arjaI isoparametric 
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~----------------~7 

r 

A he:x.:ahl'J(Jr,al isoparametric element. 

stifliless for an isoparametric """'.'U"'JLU can easily directly 1'0 .. ''''1'.., 

use of interpolation .Lu.tJ''''U'''U<> Interpolation (or shape) IUDlCt1()nS are defined as 

functions which have a value one at one nodal point zero value at all other nodal 

points. a displacement vector u at a point in the in terms nodal 

displacements, an interpolation function IS corresponding to each 

The then for the element: 

[~ 0 0 (A 0 0 fA 0 

il ¢1 
A 

¢s (2.110) = 0 0 0 fA 0 0 

~ 
A 

0 0 0 0 (A 0 0 

¢I = Ys (1- g)(l q)(1- r) ¢5 = Ys (1- g)(1 q)(l + r) 

¢2 Ys (1 + g )(1- q)(1 r) ¢6 = Ys (1 + - q)(1 + 

¢3 = Ys(1+ +q)(1-r) ;;;;; Ys(l+g)(1+ +r) 

A 11 A 1/ (A = 18 (l g)(1 + q)(l- r) (;8 18 (1 g)(1 + +r) 

The snttness and integrals can be written 

Isoparam.etr:Lc element. In to do this it is necessary to 

term of 

Jacobian .. uw ....... ..,. 
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J 

In calculating matrix 

can then employed to map 

Also nee,aea to transfonn 

= oq oq 
Ox ~ 
Or 

~iJ(g) by 

IS 

IUIlLCW[)llS are 

dV dxdydz = det Jdgdqdr JdV 

Similarly 

dS 

(2.111) 

Jacobian 

(2.112) 

(2.113) 

(2.114) 

K( a) = F can then be written each element tenns of its natural coordinate system. 

Km(a) = JBT u(a)JdV 
it 

J t.«pjdS + fB .«pJdV 
aRm 

(2.11 

(2.116) 

The that defme K and must be calculated to solve the displacement problem. 

These mk:grals can usually not solved must 

integration which the UaUSSlan Quadrature fonnulation is used 

using numerical 

work to 

the It consists of the function at certain points by the roots 

Legandre polynomials, multiplying each function obtained by a predefined constant 

ad the as shown in equation 117). 

jf(x)dV = (2.117) 
B 
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Convergence Criteria 

Equation (2.110) can be expressed as some function of nodal displacement in the form 

(2.118) 

a
i 

be the til approximation to solution and 'I'(a) = 'l'i' Then a is to 

a approximation using Newton's method. ':P i must therefore 'nTl'UF'lrUF' to zero as i 

is known as force criteria are "'H''''"'''"'''''' to 

establish whether a converged solution has been Ol)ltaulOO 

(1 ) largest residual must than or to R instantaneous 

magnitude force at specified averaged over the entire has a 

default of 0.005. 

(2) \.U"'PU:"'-''-'''H,-,.'H CI)m~ctlI0n at any node iteration must 

the UU'LAHHUJ'H nodal displacement ti,ffpr,pni"p between 

current 

be less or equal to 

the current previous ncrem,ent. C has a value 0.01. 

In ABAQUS the of the increment next step can be controlled 

automatically in which case the ease of convergence of current increment is used to 

check should be increased, or stay 

same. This increment therefore 

problem "'''J ...... u''Ju. The aU1:onlatllc time incrementation is controlled by predefined 

parameters , I L' D D iterations ""' .... U .. 'u for current mc:rerneIlt 

IS than • then the next increment 

.", ... ",.u;.ui:> needed however, is I L , then increment be decreased 

by a 

DD=L5 

1- DB' default values 

=0.75. 

Contact Modelling 

Different contact formulations are possible 

these parameters are =4, 

version ABAQUS (6.4-5) 

contact available use finite problems 

= 10. 

deformable bodies. Master-Slave surface-to-node contact will be discussed in this 

section. 
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slave is described by 

an element 

element nodes on surface while master 

surface. A contact pair is defmed between a 

node and ele!meltU surfaces on master surtace. 

defined as d and a distance dail is <1elme,o. If d < dcri/ 

distance hp1"u,,,,pn IS 

contact pair is asS.Ur11e<1 to be 

closed state pair is in contact) and if not it is assUrlled to be open. d < 0 it 

means the penetrated master surface. such a case overclosure has 

occurred which is not allowed mClremlent will attt:mptted again a smaller 

increment. 

closed contact contact is exerted by the master surface on the slave 

surlac1e, to it respond by displacement as for other surface traction. 

contact severe discontinuity iterations can occur in mc:rerneIlt ill 

addition to the norm:al convergence iterations. A severe discontinuity occurs if 

changed, contact pairs or the 

contact state l"<n"l"p'rUF'O the will continue with the normal iterations. 

Stabilization 

The difference the internal external forces equal to the 

at each iteration i. Therefore from equations (2.104) and (2.118) together with the 

definition residual it can written that 

19) 

can 

(2.120) 

c a Qrunpmg factor, M '" artificial mass u ..... .,.u."" calculated with unit density 

and v is a ""''''Inr UI"'.'''''",'''''' in nodal 

time. If the nodal velocities are the viscous region small 

enough to be however nodal "'Uj, .......... "" are experienced (as would be 
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the case local instabilities) the viscous will dampen the unstable behaviour. The 

viscous are added to equilibrium equations as 

'P-F = 121) 
I 11 

2.6.2 Finite Element Modelling of Intravascular Stents 

literature ntt."' ...... .,T the best cmnp.m~;on to support structures modelled 

is that pertaining to FEM models created for analysis of intravascular stents. 

These wire structures are inserted arteries that become over time 

cholesterol and other bstanc:es. An intravascular stent is a metal 

made either fine or cuu:mg the desired into 

are set place to act as a long term structure a critically artery [3, 

6,8,9]. 

Experimental mechanical tests on small rJ1,.r" .... ~'" are difficult and in vivo tests on 

stent-artery interactions are not possible due to the it holds for patient. 

stents are mechanical to biological problems, it is necessary that exact 

UL",,,,AU'ClU,,",Ul nl~ ..... n."'rt1''''<;! be known FEM to be stent 

leading to long term effectiveness 8]. 

Although structurally many ft""r""n"""", exist nerwef~n the mveSllfl;alea support 

structure and intravascular stents. Selected 

dlSjCussedinthls~v",uvJ". 

models of intravascular stents will be 

different objectives but in thls ""''''I,IUll 

attention will be toc:us!,ed on the stnltes;l[leS followed the Later 

differences between models this section 

work will be \.I.1",,,,..,.)"""u,. 

the wire support structure HIV'U,"dl...u in this 

Migliavacca et al [2] showed how can be to model stents by 

conducting experimental and the results to the FEM results. Three 

dimensional model was created of he stent geometry. model was using 

tenl-n(loe:o tetrahedral elements a sensitivity to oel:errmllie 

optimal mesh density. A Von-Mises model with hardening was used to descnt)e 

the 316L steel A linearly radial was 

to the internal of stent. The model was using 

ABAQUS/Standard with the Newton-Raphson method due to the non-linearity 
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""a ... "'''' ... by the material pU:lsm;ny Mechanical properties the stent load removal 

were investigated. Values at corresponding stent in experimental 

computational tests were compared, at corresponding due to 

some of the being absorbed by balloon tests. Mechanical 

FEM was shown to be a useful investigative tool were stress 

distribution and displacement results such as longitudinal and radial 

and dogboning effects. 

Migliavacca et al also conducted FEM to show the effect variation 

geometrical features on a stent's mechanical behaviour in optimise the design 

stents. A model of a typical diamond shaped 

intravascular was cre:atf:a as as models ge()m1etric variations on this 

strut and area index were Variations in slot 

considered. Only one 

account of symmetry. 

of the Cir(~unltel'ell(~e and half of the length was modelled on 

stent models were mesne:a with eight-noded brick elements 

a sensitivity analysis was conducted to ae1:ennUle effect density on the 

results. material model was Mises-Hill plasticity with 

to mner sm1a(~e of the stent and removed to 

simulate balloon removaL The that and geC)metrlc non-linearities in 

problems are difficult to simulate was Output quantities were 

displacement results (distal radial recoil, central recoil, longitudinal 

foreshortening and dogboning) as as stress distribution 

and Liu [1] analysed the in mechanical behaviour resulting from 

variations in stent geometry while establishing a FEM to a 

coronary stent. The was developed the x-y mapped onto a 

cylindrical coordinate variations in the geometries were also 

considered. Meshing was done with and a approximating 

steel was UHI" • ...,J''''"'" ... ,.,. ..... 

model geometry. The loading of stent was conducted 

protrusion was added to the 

radial displacement of 

stent inside stenosed distributions, pressure 

subtle variation in ne(~eSSaIY and results were discussed and it was reported 
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design could considerably the deployed state of stent which was related to 

biological of the through comparison experimental results. 

The of the AHV' .... "' .. created by uum()uJI'n and Cochelin [4] was to show how can 

be used to the mechanical of endovascular 

implantation. After consideration of in test results, it was decided to model a 

cell the stent and assume infmite prosthesis under uniform radial expansion. A 

three dimensional cell was to pressure found to 

circmni(!relllti.;d than radial stresses expansion. model of a two 

dimensional planar cell with two dimensional quadratic continuum elements . 

.LJ ..... "u""' and perfectly plastic models were to 316L steel. 

Boundary conditions were used to account for the symmetry simplifications cell 

was deployed by displacement under plane stress assumptions. The 

of stent to compressive stresses, 

displacements, as as stress strain distributions [4]. 

Etave et studied a number of ...... ,"'.u ....... "''''. properties intravascular stents as 

as effect of geometric variations on properties. Four geometric variations were 

COlIS141ereo. A model stainless steel 3 was implemented with of a 

standard stress strain curve for the annealed and boundary conditions were 

applied to of realistic contact he1wf~en the stent a deformable 

balloon and model is as a limitation of this of each 

a model undergoing increasing displacement followed by de<:re~lSl[lg 

radial displacement, simulating the deployment followed by the 

balloon removal. 7 me:cn:amcat DaJranlet,ers were "LWu.n .. ,u.. Pressure for stent 

U""U"~JlVU of intrinsic recoil, reslstm(:e of stent to external 

compreSSive un .• """. stent foreshortening, stent flexibility as as stress residual 

strain 1J ..... \J'u .. [5J. 

et al conducted a which J.v\.,y",)\.iU on oeternrnnmg me:cn:amcal behaviour 

stents to aid optimization of the aelngltl. To show that realistic ''''';''CULi:> were 

obtained the FEM models numerical H""'UCIL" were COILllDare:a to eXlperlmc~ntal 

results. model a single the was used as 

of model due to the repetitiveness of design. A material model 

........ ,""'u,UUJ.F, 316L "lalU ...... ".:> was used for stent structure. initial and 
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boundary conditions were added to behaviour of the structure. 

artery was modelled as a thin walled pipe of equal length than the section and 

was assigned a linearly .u"'."""" ...... modeL Contact between the artery 

was modelled. Radial expanding ........ ~ .. """1> .... '" was incrementally on the inner 

surface the stent 0 to simulating balloon Experimental 

results correlated well with that of numerical Deployment pressure~ 

stress and distributions in stent and luminal surface of the artery were 

David Chua et al [90] aimed to investigate the interaction between the stent and 

with plaque A dimensional of one eighth the stent was .... "'''"1',,.1''1 

due to symmetry. are and element 

numbers all the different components are given. A finer is at the proximal 

anastomosis, as the protrusion was modelled and this area 

predicted to be important capturing the stress distribution. stent was 

modelled a for stainless 304. Boundary for 

symmetry simplification were applied as as conditions preventing body motion 

and longitudinal motion of any components. A model artery and balloon 

delivery system was included and contact was defined all surfaces which could 

come into contact Pressure was increased on of balloon from 

to over 18 OOOmmHg then to OmmHg. 

both the and artery were detemlim~d 

elastic recoil and of the stent was discussed. 

Holzapfel 91] went even further in analysing interaction between the stent and 

the walL established a technique Hi'L/ .... '-'UU.la different stent ""'"'''UE'flA':> 

into a stenosed artery, geometry which can be determined and 

can therefore be patient specific. three dimensional artery structure was from 

MRI images three different stent were modelled. The modelled 

with linear 8-noded hexahedral but linear 20-node elements in contact 

regions; stents are modelled with quadratic (second hexahedral A 

stainless was modelled the stent through the use a neo-hookean .!..LA ..... ...,. u". 

AUV"''''''. Boundary conditions are applied to body motion and longitudinal 

motion of the Frictionless contact was defined the stent and the artery. 

the "",,,,'v.n,,,, a balloon model. were to deviate from 
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eXlperuncental tests as in a physical situation the balloon the pressure would bulge 

between stent struts. load is applied directly to the stent as this is 

more realistic displacement behaviour of the stent than displacement The 

studied variations is strut thickness, diameter mismatch and unit geometry and 

reported on the pressure concentration on the arterial wall lumen. Focus was placed on 

the concentration caused by the struts, the stress change the 

arterial wall and the changes during This was done as endothelial 

, ..... :u.u ... I','" and medial SMC damage are determinants for after 91]. 

As different stent have different restenosis rates, Lally et al [7] analysed the 

interaction the stent with artery wall how two different stent designs 

provoke different levels of stress in vascular walL The modelled geometry also 

consisted of three dimensional models of repeatable units of the stents to the high 

ILL"' ..... "'." were m a and then a 

alDlenlSlOnal cylindrical mesh density was ael:me:a 

contact and stress gradients. A linearly elastic model for 316L stainless 

was used to describe the stent material. Boundary conditions were applied to prevent 

rigid body motion and account for circumferential symmetry. represented by 

an cylindrical a localized crescent shaped was modelled on 

lumen. Both were by Mooney-Rivlin models. 

Frictionless contact was defined between bodies and both were allowed to deform. The 

loading consisted vessel being to an inner diameter larger than 

outer diameter of the stent. was then t1p"rp~Q,,·t1 

an state to 1 OOmmHg, resulting in compressive forces placed on the 

stent structure. Radial retraction was different for different stent designs the 

optimum stent should retract enough during cardiac cycle to 1"IrP'VPlrIT over'str1etcJhing 

the vessel wall tissue-prolapse (tissue protrusion between stent struts). 

Radial retraction, tissue prolapse, contact area, stress distribution main limitation to 

this IS no or mechanism is defined for the with the 

level of the stress that was observed was enough to cause plaque rupture [7]. 

Petrini et al investigated stent flexibility in both the expanded and unexpanded state 

means of compared different towards the optimization the 

stent stent that were modelled consisted of tubular-like which 

support the vessel after deployment and bridging members link in a 
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flexible to in the delivery process. Only a portion of the stent was studied to 

the design and a member). Two different designs 

were considered. mesh consisted 10-nonded tetrahedral and was 

sufficiently refined to ensure the solution was independent the mesh. Mises-

Hill plasticity with isotropic with 3161 stainless 

was use to the material behaviour. longitudinal ends the model were 

rotated by a predefined and was considered both axes perpendicular 

to the longitudinal axis. ABAQUS/Standard was used with solution 

method to account for the non-linearity. The study reinforced 

methodology is able to quantitatively describe local stent structural behaviour. 

limitation in model is the abs:efl(~e of a 

Perry et al sculsse:d how 

nature of the 

can be determining 

loading is v .... r.uTn The 

.. "' ........... '" life stents if 

of HulfJ"u;u ...... v.'" 

stent significance quantitative measurements, but with the 

mcorporation of FEM devices can tested expensive prototypes are 

...... ~, ... ~ .... " on mean alternating states. A 

or Modified analysis can graphical approach uses 

amplitude of alternating the mean stress and the limits of the material. 

fatigue then a line from the endurance limit on y-axis 

(alternating stress axis) to the strength material on (mean stress 

notes that eX!Jerlmlental testing 

methods characterisation of devices. 

simulation entlanc:e each other as 

study by et al [32] looked at the performance of stents on a micromechanical 

They only IUUUvJ."VU a unit the stent aeslgn due to 

design 

stainless 

used a two-dimensional representation with generalized 

was described two different material mooelS. 

deformation defined 

periodicity 

""'<CALUL. • 3 16 

first was isotropic 

second a 

crystal plasticity model. conditions were added to account 

symmetry simplifications. Loading included stent through 

displacement stent struts, upon was 

followed by a simulation of a cardiac cycle ......... lli ... '... through planar expansion 

contraction of an arterial pressure pulse. 

which varied while 

first model showed a 

plasticity showed nOIl-WlllClrm and 
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iV ......... i'''''''.... stress and There was however a strong correlation between the 

experimental 

values are 

"'J.u ...... ". Most importantly, I'"n..,,,,, .. factors of 

on a Goodman diagrams. This model 

strongly supports 

the i-i-. .. '''''''.'nT1t''' ..... nn 

benefit of 

results. The 

are the 

plasticity 

a microscale 

IH .... "'>.i"-J. model as the more realistic values allows for a more effective [32]. 

models all the behaviour balloon-expandable while the 

next models win deal expandable "'~"'J''''''. expandable mainly in 

and " .... 'LJ.J.J. .... .," are often made Upon delivery 

"'''J"rPTT> these stents HTUlprCTCl a transformation Martensite to phase 

which they expand to support the artery. structure then to systole-

diastole-driven cyclic of the the employment of pseudoelastic 

10]. 

Nitinol stent model was created by [9]. 

difficulties due to 

ille"'llJ..5U~ that the 

material behaviour Nitinol generates 

behaviour and raise the that an efficient constitutive model needs to 

non-linear 

implemented 

numerical iteration will 

cell the stent was modelled to rpl1,rp~pnt 

the analysis. A 

stent design. 

diamond shaped 

non-linearity 

Nitinol's material U'-'IIUynllJ.l dl~)urag(~s ""Jlulf.lu .. ""'L ... ' .... analyses. Nitinol UMAT is 

to define the m~ltel'lal behaviour in ~.L"'L >....., is based on a gellenal plasticity 

description by Aurichio and Taylor UMAT previously 

demonstmted to both uniaxial UJ. .... "'iJ.<.LJ. .. '."' .... ,r ..... c'p and stent accurately. 

propose that 

........ 1" ............ design. 

to agree 

modelling of 

to analyse "U"'~iJ=;"'''' 

Austenite finish temperature could be v ..... ' •. HE, ...... to achieve the 

can 

rI""'"'''''''' functionality 

expandable Nitinol stents were also discussed by Whitcher [10]. model of a 

eX!Janl(lWDle Nitinol stent was created detail available axes of 

synlIm~try One _~,",' __ '. 

elements and a """'u ..... u .. 

The Von 

a symmetric 

analysis was 

was modelled 

the ."' ... '_ ....... 

yield-criterion elaSU(:-PllastlC ....,'a1""" .. ">1 

ALi..,.,... .......... using 

dependence on 

ADINA was 
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Cn()seltl. Boundary COI10l110I1S were to account for 

and pressure was applied directly to the stent. The of peak stresses were 

identified and a analysis was done through the use of a Goodman diagram [10]. 
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3 .. 1 Nitinol Material Characterisation 

A uniaxial tensile was conducted on Nitinol samples, the same as those m 

""'''''''',''''u.u:. the reultOlrClIJUI structures. purpose of tests was to characterise the 

. Nitinol ....... "'·t"" .... "'1 by AVT1""'I"T ..... values need.ed. 

analysis. 

3.1.1 Experimental Setup 

following equipment was used: 

u ... , ... vu 5544 tensile tesl:mg machine 

.. Water bath 

.. Heating elemelru 

.. Thermometer 

Controller 

.. Customised .., .. <U.HV'" 

.. Clamp adaptors 

the material UA"''''''''' defInition in the 

500N cell 

The p".u .... ""u ...... .l setup is Figure (a). Tests were conducted on an Instron 

tensile machine with a 500N static cell. remained submerged 

in distilled water at (physiological temperature) throughout the test. The water bath 

(Figure 3-1 (b) contained heating and thermometer which were both 

connected to external controller. Customised clamps (Figure 3-1(c), (d) 

were used to connect the samples to the Instron machine. 
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Customised 
Clamp 

++~+-+-- Load Cell 

Thermometer 

Customised 
Clamp 

Figure 3-1 : (a) Equipment setup for the tensile test, (b) the water bath with heating 

elements, thermometer and clamps, (c) bottom clamp and (d) top clamp. 
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3.1.2 Test Samples 

A total of 12 Nitinol wire (BB grade for medical application) samples were tested; three 

different wire diameters with four samples of each diameter. The three diameters were 

0.05m, 0.0635mm and 0.075mm. The samples were all 100 mm in length and were heat 

treated in the same way as that of the knitted wire support structures. 

3.1.3 Sample Preparation 

To prevent pullout of the clamps, the Nitinol wires were fixed to aluminium plates which 

were inserted into the clamps. Each plate surfaces were made slightly course with fine 

grain sandpaper and then cleaned with alcohol to remove all residues. Wires were 

attached to the plates with two-component epoxy glue such that the wire length between 

the plates was 100mm. A prepared sample is schematically illustrated in Figure 3-2. 

____________________ 1_ ~-~ _ ~ ~ ______________________ I 
r-------~ ~------~ 

Nitinol wire 

",Aluminum plates/ ' 

Figure 3-2: Prepared Nitinol wire sample for tensile testing. 

3.1.4 Testing Procedures 

The uniaxial tensile test procedure comprised 99 cycles from 1 % to 4.5% strain (the first 

cycle started from 0% strain). Of these 99 cycles data was captured for the first 3 cycles 

and the last 2 cycles. This was followed by two cycles from 1 % strain to 8% strain and a 

cycle from 1 % to 20% strain for which data was recorded. The cycling was conducted at 

a cross-head speed of 38mm per minute. The speed was chosen to be the same as the 

speed used in these previous tests, as the data was also used in different study to compare 
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to this previous test data. Merlin Software associated with the Instron machine controlled 

the testing procedure. 

3.1.5 Data Analysis 

The data files created by the Merlin software package were processed in Excel. Data for 

each sample was obtained from a stress (MPa) vs. strain (%) plot of the cycles for which 

data was recorded. Each sample produced more than one data set per region, as data was 

captured from multiple cycles. The stress/strain graphs for each sample can be separated 

into 4 regions: The Austenite region, Loading Transformation region, Martensite region 

and Unloading Transformation region as shown in Figure 3-3. 

Stress 

Loading 

Unloading 

Strain 

Figure 3-3: Theoretical stress vs. strain plot for Nitinol with the four different regions 

indicated. 

Linear equations describing the different regions were obtained from cycles 98 to 102 for 

all the samples, by adding trendlines to the relevant regions and then determining the 

average trendline for each region. The following figures all have cycle 1 to 3 plotted for 

comparison. In Figure 3-4 the stress vs. strain plot for cycles 98 and 99 is shown. Two 

equations were obtained for the Austenite region and two for the Loading Transformation 

region from the data ranges indicated. 

In Figure 3-5 the stress vs. strain plot for cycles 100 and 101 is shown. One equation was 

obtained for the Austenite region (from cycle 100), one for the Loading Transformation 

region (from cycle 100), two for the Martensite region and two for the Unloading 

Transformation region, with the relevant data ranges indicated. 
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700 

600 

500 

Stress/Strain for cycles 98 and 99 

" 

'. 

.400 
0.. 

~ - Cycles 1-2-3 .. .. e - Cycles 9S-99 
iij300 

200 

100 

a 
a 0.5 1.5 2.5 

Strain ('!o) 

3 3.5 4 ,5 5 

Figure 3-4: The stress vs. strain curve for tensile test cycles 98 and 99, extending up to 

4.5% strain. 

StressiStrain tor cycles 100 and 101 
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900 
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100 , 

0 ! 
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Figure 3-5: The stress vs. strain curve for tensile test cycles 100 and 101, extending up 

to 8% strain. 

In Figure 3-6 the stress vs. strain plot for cycle 102 is shown. One equation was obtained 

for the Martensite region, with the relevant data ranges indicated. 
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strain, but failing at around 13, 2%. 

For each region, an average equation was obtained by considering all relevant equation in 

all the samples. The following values were obtained and are indicated in Figure 3-7: 

• Austenite young's modulus: The average gradients from the Austenite region 

equation (Figure 3-7 (1)). 

• Martensite young's modulus: The average gradient from the Martensite region 

equation (Figure 3-7 (2)). 

• Transformation strain: The strain-intercept of the Martensite region equation 

(Figure 3-7 (3)). 

• Start of transformation loading stress: Determined by extrapolating the point of 

intercept between the average equation for the Austenite and Loading 

Transformation regions (Figure 3-7 (4)). 

• End of transformation loading stress: Determined by extrapolating the point of 

intercept between the average equation for the Loading Transformation and 

Martensite regions (Figure 3-7 (5)). 

• Start of transformation unloadkng stress: Determined by extrapolating the point of 

intercept between the average equation for the Martensite and Unloading 

Transformation regions (Figure 3-7 (6)). 
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• End of transfonnation unloading stress: Detennined by extrapolating the point of 

intercept between the average equation for the Unloading Transfonnation and 

Austenite regions (Figure 3-7 (7)). 

Stress 

(4)/ ---..,. ------
I 

I --------.-. 

I 
I 

/ (6) 

(3) " 
L..-------~---------+Strain 

Figure 3-7: Extrapolated values used in the definition of the Nitinol material model. 

3.2 Finite Element Models 

3.2.1 Model Description 

A metal support structure, which represents a component of a vascular graft, was 

analysed using the FEM. The structure consisted of eight wire-loop pairs (a pair consists 

of a loop in both longitudal directions) around the circumference of the cylindrical 

knitted geometry. All the loops were equal in size. This design is illustrated in Figure 

3-8. This structure has been manufactured to undergo physical testing. 

Figure 3-8: Solid 3D geometry of the even loop wire support structure. 

3.2.1.1 Geometry 

Three dimensional centreline geometry of one single-loop of the structure (provided by 

Pro-Consulting, Minneapolis, MN, USA, according to request) was used in the model. A 
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solid single-loop part, illustrated at the centre of Figure 3-9, was created from this three 

dimensional centreline geometry using Pro-Engineer Wildfire 2.0 (Parametric 

Technology Corporation, Needham, MA, USA). The single-loop solid geometry was 

imported into ABAQUS CAE 6.4-5 (Abaqus Inc., Providence, RI, USA) and partitioned 

in the longitudinal and circumferential wire directions to aid in the mesh assignment and 

contact definitions. The longitudinal partitions are shown in expanded form in Figure 

3-9. The partitioning allowed separation of the loop into parts with small curvature and 

large curvature for improved FEM mesh definition while circumferential quarter

partitioning of the wire surface assisted in contact definition. The final assembly is shown 

in Figure 3-10. 

Figure 3-9: Single-loop solid even loop geometry, partitioned in longitudinal and 

circumferential wire direction. The original geometry is shown in the centre with an 

expanded view of the circumferential partitions. 

The portions making up the loop geometry were added to the assembly in a fashion to 

represent three loops in the longitudinal direction of the tubular structure. In 

circumferential direction, the single loop represents a 450 section of the structure. This 

was sufficient to capture the geometrical features of two circumferentially adjacent loops. 

Additional sections of a single loop were incorporated into the assembly geometry and 

can be seen in the positions indicated as front and back in Figure 3-10 (a). These sections 
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were used for defmition of boundary conditions which account for the longitudinal 

geometric simplification. 

(a) 

(b) 

Right 

Left 
points 

Top (c) Top 

Back reference 
Left Left Right 

Bottom Bottom 

Figure 3-10: Naming conventions for (a) Loop assembly, (b) Front view, (c) Back 

view. 

A central reference point, positioned at the origin of the assembly coordinate system, was 

used to facilitate the definition of an 'expander' structure used for the loading definition. 

Four other reference points were created and were used in defining the boundary 

condition They are indicated in Figure 3-10 (a), (b), and (c). Figure 3-10 also illustrates 

the naming conventions used throughout this thesis. 

3.2.1.2 Finite Element Mesh 

The single-loop geometry (Figure 3-9) was meshed using 8-noded brick elements. Loop 

regions of low curvature (straighter sections) were assigned four elements through the 

wire thickness (shown in Figure 3-11 (b)) and regions with high curvature (more bent 

section) and were assigned six elements in the one direction through the wire thickness 

and eight elements in the perpendicular direction through the wire thickness (shown in 

Figure 3-11 (c)). The complete meshed loop is shown in Figure 3-11 (a) . Automatic 

meshing, controlled by user defined seeding, was used to generate the FEM mesh. 
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b) 

Figure 3-11: Different mesh densities: a) Complete meshed loop (b) Coarse mesh (4 

elements through wire thickness) (c) Fine mesh (6/8 elements through wire thickness). 

3.2.1.3 Nitinol Material Model 

The SMA material model discussed in Section 2.5.4 was used to define the wire material. 

The material parameters were determined from the experimental tensile tests described in 

Section 3.1. The properties ( OCT), (OCT) and E~ could not be obtained from 
oT L oT II 

experimental tensile testing and were used as obtained from Medtronic Vascular, 

Galway, Ireland. All the values are listed in Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1: Material parameters usedfor the Nitinol material model. 

Parameter Abbreviation Unit Value 

Austenite Young's Modulus EA MPa 38992 

Austenite Poison's ratio VA - 0.46 

Martensite Young's Modulus EM MPa 21910 

Martensite Poison's ratio vM - 0.46 

Transformation Strain £L - 0.042 

Loading Temperature Derivative of Stress (~;l MPal°C 0 

Loading Start of Transformation Stress s 
O'L MPa 483 

Loading End of Transformation Stress E 
O'L MPa 610 

Reference Temperature 1'0 MPa 37 

Unloading Temperature Derivative of Stress (~;l MPal°C 0 

Unloading Start of Transformation Stress s 
O'u MPa 388 

Unloading End of Transformation Stress E 
O'u MPa 256 

Loading Start of Transformation Stress (Compression) s 
O'CL MPa 610 

Volumetric Transformation Strain £L - 0.04 v 

Number of Annealings to be Performed During Analysis NA - 0 

3.2.1.4 Boundary Conditions 

Various boundary conditions were assigned to the loop assembly in order to approximate 

realistic physical behaviour of the structure and to account for geometrical 

simplifications, i.e. to simulate the effect of stent parts which were not incorporated in the 

model. The positions of the boundary conditions are indicated in Figure 3-12. 

The first boundary condition (A in Figure 3-12) accounts for the circwnferential 

simplification and symmetry of the structure. It is worth noting that a single loop 

(therefore also the whole structure) is not truly symmetric since it has a helical 

component. The movement of all cross-sectional wire surfaces on left and right wire-loop 

ends in the assembly were restrained to only allow movement in radial direction. This is 

indicated in Figure 3-13. 

Partial loop geometries at the front and back of the assembly accounted for the 

longitudinal geometric simplifications. The boundary conditions on these partial loops (B 

in Figure 3-12) prevented rigid body motion of the structure in the longitudinal direction. 
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They were applied by restricting motion of front and back reference points, which lie in 

the centre of their respective cross-sectional end surfaces. Each reference point's motion 

was coupled to its respective surface, allowing boundary conditions to be defined on the 

reference points instead of the surfaces themselves. The reference points (and therefore 

the end surfaces) were prevented from moving in the longitudinal direction, but were 

allowed to move in the radial and tangential directions. The only rotation allowed was 

about the longitudinal direction. Figure 3-14 shows the permitted motion of the right 

front reference point. 

B 

A 

B 

A 
Figure 3-12: Positions at which boundary conditions applied to the loop assembly. 

Figure 3-13: Direction of motion permiltedfor the wire-loop end surfaces at the right 

and left sides of the assembly (Boundary condition A). 

Radial displacement Radial displacement 

Figure 3-14: Motion permittedfor the reference points (Boundary condition B). 
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This boundary condition (B in Figure 3-12) had to be defined via the coupled reference 

point as the linear brick elements used in the mesh assignment do not support any 

rotational degrees of freedom. If these rotational degrees of freedom were not restrained 

from moving, the front and back of the wire assembly would be allowed to lift off the 

expander during loading, which is inconsistent with the physical problem. 

3.2.1.5 Contact Definitions 

Contact definitions were required for: 

• Contact between the expander surface and the loop wire surfaces (1) 

• Contact between different wire surfaces at wire cross-over sections (2) 

• Contact at the interfaces of partitions of a single loop. (3) 

Wire-expander (condition 1) and wire-wire (condition 2) contact definitions employed 

Master-Slave Surface-to-Node contact with finite sliding as defined in Section 2.6.1 The 

normal and tangential behaviour was defined by softened contact with exponential 

pressure overcIosure and frictionless behaviour respectively. For the wire-expander 

contact (condition 1), the expander surface was assigned as master surface and the wire 

surface was assigned as slave surface. In wire-wire contact, the bottom wire was defined 

as the master surface and the top wire as slave surface. The Pressure-Clearance 

parameters for the softened contact with pressure overcIosure were set to (500000 MPa, 

Omm) and (OMPa, 0.0005mm) as described in Section 2.6.1. The contact pairs were set to 

be adjusted for initial overcIosure at the start of the analysis. 

In the partition contact definition (3), the wire interfaces were connected to each other 

using tie constraints. The interface with the higher mesh density was designated the 

master surface while the lower mesh density surface was the slave surface. 

3.2.1.6 Loading 

The radial expansion of the graft structure was simulated using a cylindrical surface 

aligned with the longitudinal axis and positioned lwninally to the wire assembly. Radial 

displacement loading was limited to the expander part and was defined linearly over 

time. Geometry and motion of the expander was implemented though a user defined rigid 

cylindrical surface with the use of FORTRAN code. The initial diameter of the expander 

surface was defined approximately that of the inner diameter of the loop assembly. 
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Figure 3-J 5 shows the front view of the wire loop assembly, with the expander surface. 

No image of the expander is available, since it is not inserted into the ABAQUS 

assembly, but rather defined through a mathematical description in FORTRAN. 

Figure 3-15: Front view of the model assembly, with the expander surface included 

(Sketch not to scale). 

3.2.1.7 Numerical Analysis 

The displacement-based analysis was executed in ABAQUS/Standard CAE 6.4-5 in two 

steps. In the first step contact was established between the expander surface and the wire 

surfaces and between the wire surfaces. The second step was the analysis step consisting 

of the radial displacement loading of the expander surface. Automatic time 

incrementation was used with minimum and maximum admissible time increment size 

set to Ix10-9 and 0.02 respectively. The parameters used to control the incrementation 

(defined in Section 2.6. J) were used with their default values of J G = 4, 1 L = 10, 

DD = 1.5 and DB = 0.75. The convergence parameters (also defined in Section 2.6.1) 

were also used with their default values of R = 0.005 and C = 0.01. Steps were executed 

using the stabilisation option, with the default dissipated energy fraction of 2 x 10-4 
, as 

described in Section 2.6. J. After running the model, the total strain energy was compared 

to the energy dissipated by automatic stabilisation. The dissipated energy fraction was 

decreased and the model re-run until the energy dissipated by automatic stabilisation was 

a reasonable amount. It was decided that a reasonable amount of stabilisation (which 

does not significantly impact the mechanical behaviour of a model) is stabilisation energy 

which is a maximum of 15% at 80mmHg and decreases to below 5% of the total 

stabilisation energy in the model. The final model was defined to have a dissipated 

energy fraction of 2 xl 0-5 for stabilisation. 
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3.2.2 Application of Model 

The strategy described in Section 3.2.1 was applied to different geometries. The objective 

was to investigate the effect of geometric variations on the mechanical behaviour of the 

structure. In order to create these different models, some modifications had to be made to 

the model described in Section 3.2.1. Six models were analysed: Two different loop 

geometries (shown in Figure 3-16), each with three different wire thicknesses. The even 

loop geometry has already been described and was used for the original model. Another 

knitted wire structure design was investigated, comprising of eight loop-pairs around the 

circumference. Loops in one longitudinal direction were narrower and loops in the 

opposite direction broader compared to that of the even loop geometry. The wire 

thicknesses used were O.OSmm, O.063Smm O.07Smm. 

Figure 3-16: Solid geometry of (a) uneven and (b) even loop knitted wire structure. 

3.2.2.1 Even Loop Geometry 

Two new models were created with the same even loop geometry as the original model 

(Section 3.2.1) but with different wire diameters. The format used to refer to these even 

loop geometries is: EL(wire diameter in mm), i.e. the original model will be referred to as 

EL(O.063S). The two new models with wire diameters of O.OSmm and O.07Smm and are 

referred to as EL(O.OS) and EL(O.07S) respectively. In Table 3-2 a summary is given of 

the parameters differences between the even-loop models. The original model, 

EL(O.063S), is indicated in bold print in the table 

The change in wire diameter leads to a variation in geometry, therefore the single loop 

centreline geometry used to create EL(O.063S) could not be used for EL(O.OS) and 

EL(O.07S). Existing single loop centreline geometries were imported into ProEngineer. 
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This single loop was then extruded with the respective wire diameter and imported into 

ABAQUS. 

The new models were created as described in Section 3.2.1. The three even loop models 

had different wire thicknesses, but were all meshed with the same number of elements 

through the wire thickness. Due to the wire thicknesses variation, each model contained 

different element sizes. The thickest wire (with the largest elements) would have fewer 

elements in the longitudinal direction than the thinner wires. The total number of nodes 

and elements in each model is given in Table 3-2. 

Since mesh defrnition is one of the factors influencing the stabilisation energy, it had to 

be verified, for each model, that the energy dissipated due to automatic stabilisation was 

less than 1S% of the total strain energy at 80mmHg, decreasing to less than S% at 

200mmHg. For EL(O.OS) and EL(0.07S) and the default dissipated energy fraction value 

of 2 x 1 0--4 satisfied the predefined limits (see Table 3-2). 

Model EL(O.OS) terminated soon after reaching a radial displacement corresponding to 

80mmHg due to lack of convergence. It was re-run with increased softened contact to 

assist convergence. The Pressure-Clearance parameters were changed from (SOO 000 

MPa, Omm) and (OMPa, O.OOSmm) to (SOOMPa, Omm) and (OMPa, O.OOSmm). It was 

verified that SOOMPa was still significantly higher than the maximum contact pressure 

experienced in the model during the analysis. This change improved the convergence rate 

and the model ran to completion. The original model was named EL(O.OS)Auto while the 

new model with improved convergence retained the name EL(O.OS) and was the final 

model for this design. 

Table 3-2: Even loop geometry model variation summary. 

Models 
Dissipated Energy Softened Contact 

No Nodes No Elements 
Fraction Parameters (MPa, mm) 

EL(0.05) 2x10-4 (500,0) 
68373 53648 

(0,0.0005) 

EL(0.0635) 2xlO-5 (500000,0) 
59640 47444 

(0,0.0005) 

EL(0.075) 2x 10-4 (500000,0) 
44889 34752 

(0,0.0005) 
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3.2.2.2 Uneven Loop Geometry 

One narrow single loop section was used to create the assembly and is shown in Figure 

3-17. 

Figure 3-17: Single narrow loop for uneven loop geometry. 

A broad single loop section was also modelled to verify that the geometric simplification 

is an acceptable approximation of the geometry and is described in the verification 

section. 

Three models were created for this geometry with three different WIre diameters: 

UL(O.OS) (wire diameter of O.OSrnm), UL(0.063S) (wire diameter of 0.063Smm) and 

UL(0.07S) (wire diameter of 0.07Srnm). They were all created in the same way as 

EL(0.063S) (described in Section 3.2.1). Some variation in parameters was however 

necessary and are described in this section. 

Three different centreline single loop geometries (one for each of the three models) were 

imported into Pro Engineer, extruded to the correct wire diameter and then imported into 

ABAQUS/CAE. All three models were originally created and run with default value for 

the dissipated stabilisation fraction (2 x 10-4 ). Models had similar mesh definitions to the 

even loop models and the total number of nodes and elements in each of the three models 

is given in Table 3-3. 

The three final models, UL(O.OS), UL(0.063S) and UL(0.07S), were run with dissipated 

stabilisation fractions of 2 x 10-4, 2 x 10-4 and 2 x 10-5 respectively, after confirming 

that the energy dissipated by automatic stabilisation was below the predefined limits. The 

first model for UL(0.07S), which was run with the default stabilisation value 2 x 10-4 
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was renamed UL(0.075)Auto. The difference between the final models are summarised in 

Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3: Uneven loop geometry model variation summary. 

Models 
Dissipated Energy 

Nr Nodes Nr Elements 
Fraction 

UL(0.05) 2xlO-4 63305 49408 

UL(0.0635) 2x 10-4 53045 41296 

UL(0.075) 2 x 10-5 45383 35280 

3.2.3 Post Processing Procedures 

For each loop design, a graph of the dissipated energy as a fraction of total strain energy 

was drawn with respect to the equivalent luminal pressure. Graphs of the radial 

displacement (as a percentage of the initial diameter) were also plotted. Other output 

variables are the diametric compliance, maximum principal stress and maximum 

principal strain. 

In order to calculate the diametric compliance of the various models, the reaction force of 

the loop assembly onto the expander surface was recorded during the numerical analysis. 

The corresponding luminal pressure was then calculated by using a formula dependent on 

both the effective reaction force and expander radius (dependent on time). 

The expander surface was represented by a reference point at the longitudinal centre of 

the expander's radially central axis and the effective reaction force on this reference point 

was recorded and can then be given by 

F = (F2 + F2)1/2 eff x y . (3.1) 

The z-component (longitudinal component) is not included as it will be zero due to 

symmetry. One longitudinal half of the expander is shown in Figure 3-18 together with 

the reference point representing it. 
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Figure 3-1 8: An illustration of longitudinal half of the expander surface. 

Fx and Fy(Figure 3-18) can be written as 

a 

Fy = - fPsinBdA 
o 

a 

= - fPLRsinBdB 
o 

= P LR[ cos B]g 

Fy = PLR(cosa -1) 

Then equation (3.1) can be written as 

and 

(3.2) 

a 

Fx = - fpcosBdA 
o 

a 

= - fPLRcosBdB 
o 

= -PLR[sinB]g 

Fx = -PLRsina. 

~jJ = PLR(sin2 a + (cos a _1)2)112 

= PLR.Jsin2 a + cos2 a + 1- 2 cos a 

= PLR.J2 - 2cosa 

and luminal pressure can be calculated from 

FejJ 
P = -----r======== 

LR.J2 - 2cosa 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where FejJ is the effective reaction force on the reference point, L is the length of the 

expander surface in longitudinal stent direction, R is the expander radius calculated from 

the time increment and a is the circumferential section of the expander surface (45° in 
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this case). An internal pressure value can be calculated, at each time increment i of the 

numerical analysis, from the effective reaction force and expander radius at that 

increment, as L and a remains constant with time. 

The compliance CD can be calculated from two pressure-diameter pairs, (~, Di ), by 

(3.5) 

The maximum principal stress and strain value at every integration point of the model 

was recorded for each time increment during the analysis. All data pertaining to the 

partial loops at the longitudinal ends of the loop assembly were disregarded, as these 

loops function only as boundary conditions. The elements on the boundaries between 

partitions were also disregarded since results at tie-constrained surfaces can be unreliable. 

The maximum principal stress and strain value in each model were documented at 

luminal pressures of 80rnmHg and 120nunHg as well as the values over all the time 

increments up to 200mmHg were also recorded. The positions at which these values 

occurred were also shown. 

3.3 Verification of Finite Element Models 

Different models were created to verify various aspects of the final model give acceptable 

results. Aspects that were verified include the element type, mesh density, boundary 

conditions, variation in softened contact definition, Nitinol material model and the loop 

geometry for the uneven loop geometry. 

3.3.1 Elements Type Verification 

Three verification models were created from model EL(O.0635) by replacing the eight

noded linear brick elements with ten-noded quadratic tetrahedral elements of differing 

mesh densities. Five different mesh densities were originally created; however in all five 

models the energy dissipated due to stabilisation was much higher than the predefined 

limit. Only the three most coarsely meshed models converged once the dissipated energy 

fraction was decreased. The final three models used in the element type verification were 

(in order of increasing mesh density): EL(O.0635)Trhrl, EL(0635)Trhr2 and 

EL(O.0635)Trhr3, with convergence not being achieved with acceptable dissipated 
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energy percentage for EL(O.063S)Trhr4 and EL(O.063S)TrhrS. Model EL(O.063S)Trhrl 

was created to have approximately the same number of nodes as EL(O.063S). 

EL(O.063S)Trhr3 and EL(O.063S)TrhrS have respectively approximately double and 

triple the amount of nodes then EL(O.063S). For each of the five models, a finely meshed 

section is shown in Figure 3-19 to aid in the visualisation of the meshes, while a 

summary of the different models is given in Table 3-4. There is not an obvious difference 

in mesh density visible between adjacent meshes in Figure 3-19, but in Table 3-4 there is 

a clear difference in the number of nodes present in the model. In these models the 

elements are ten-nod ed, and therefore even a small increase in the number of elements 

has a large increase in node numbers to effect. 

Figure 3-19: Models of increasing mesh refinement (a) EL(O.0635)Trhr1, 

(b) EL(O.0635)Trhr2, (c) EL(O.0635Trhr3, (d) EL(O.06345)Trhr4 and 

(e) EL(O.0635)Trhr5. 
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Table 3-4: Tetrahedral element model variation summary. 

Models 
Dissipated Energy 

Nr Nodes Nr Elements 
Fraction 

EL(0.0635)Trhrl 2x 10-6 52244 29992 

EL(0.0635)Trhr2 5x 10-6 70388 40312 

EL(0.0635)Trhr3 1 x 10-5 90344 53304 

EL(0.0635)Trhr4 No suitable value 105 580 62804 
EL(0.0635)Trhr5 No suitable value 134712 81 288 

3.3.2 Mesh Refinement Verification 

To verify the sensitivity to mesh density of model EL(0.065), three models were created 

from model EL(0.0635) by varying the density of the original linear brick element mesh. 

EL(0.0635)Coarse was meshed more coarsely than EL(0.0635), with approximately one 

third of the number of nodes. EL(0.0635)Fine2 was assigned a finer mesh than 

EL(0.0635), with approximately double the amount of nodes and EL(0.0635)Fine3 was 

assigned an even finer mesh with approximately three times the amount of nodes of 

EL(0.0635). A sample of the mesh from a finely meshed region is presented in Figure 

3-20 for each of the three models as well as EL(O.0635). It can be seen that the mesh was 

not only refined along the length of the wire, but also through the wire diameter. 

Figure 3-20: Different hexahedral element meshes in (a) EL(0.0635)Coarse 

(b) EL(0.0635) (c) EL(0.0635)Fine2 and (d) EL(0.0635)Fine3. 

The dissipated energy fraction of each model was adjusted until the energy dissipated by 

automatic stabilisation was within the predefined limits. Other parameters remained as 

for EL(0.0635). Parameter variations are summarised in Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-5: Mesh refinement model variation summary. 

Models Dissipated energy Softened Contact 
NrNodes Nr EJements fraction Parameters 

EL(0.0635)Coarse I x I 0-5 (500000,0) 
20568 14704 (0,0.0005) 

EL(0.0635) 2 x I 0-5 (500000,0) 
59640 47444 (0,0.0005) 

EL(0.0635)Fine2 I x 10-4 (500000,0) 
123 610 104536 (0,0.0005) 

EL(0.0635)Fine3 2x 10-4 (500,0) 
178004 153248 (0,0.0005) 

Some problems occurred with EL(0.0635)Fine3 terminating due to too low convergence rate 

shortly after reaching a radial displacement corresponding to 40mmHg. This was rectified by 

employing the same strategy as used for EL(0.05): modifying the softened contact definition. 

The dissipated stabilisation energy as percentage of total strain energy was 20% at 80mmHg 

(5% higher than the predefined value), but decreased to less than 5% at 200mmHg. The value 

could not be decreased further as a lower dissipated energy fraction lead to premature 

termination of the model (before 200mmHg) due to lack of convergence. Therefore the 

model had to be used as is, even though the dissipated stabilisation energy is elevated. 

3.3.3 Material Model Verification 

Two different sets of material parameters for the material model were implemented to 

verify the material model used in the wire loop models and four different models are 

described in this section. It was verified that the final material model input values used 

resulted in the anticipated stress and strain output predicted by the theory. 

Tensile Test Finite Element Model 

A tensile test model was created to compare response of the ABAQUS Nitinol material 

model to stress and strain data expected from theory. The tensile test model was run with 

the Nitinol material properties determined from the experimental tensile test. Since these 

values were determined as averages from several tests, the output stress/strain curve 

could not be directly compared to that of the experimental tensile tests. Instead the tensile 

test model's stress vs. strain output curve was checked against the expected output curve 

for the given input material model values. This was done to verify the accuracy of the 

Nitinol material model that was used throughout this thesis. 
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The geometry for the tensile test model consisted of a wire (length 10mm) with a circular 

cross section (diameter O.0635mm). This geometry was chosen to represent the wire used 

in the experimental testing. The length, however, was chosen to be 10mm in stead of the 

experimental 100mm due to computer memory constraints. The results of the 10mm 

model were compared to a more computationally expensive 50mm model to verify that 

the length difference between the experimental test and the FEM model did not impact 

the stress and strain results. 

The two boundary conditions and their positions are indicated in Figure 3-21 showing the 

geometry of the wire as well as enlarged end section on which the boundary conditions 

are defined. 

• The cross-sectional end surface (1) at one end of the wire was prevented from 

moving in any direction. 

• On the opposite cross-sectional end surface (2), a displacement boundary 

condition was applied. In the fust step a longitudinal displacement (displacement 

to the right in Figure 3-21) of 1,3 mm (7,5mm in the case of the 50mm model), 

equivalent to 13% strain, was applied to the surface. In the second step the surface 

returns to its original position. The 13 % strain was chosen since the experimental 

test showed that the austenite to martensite transformation is complete by the time 

this strain value is reached. 

10 mm 

... ·····r::J ..... .... . .... 
1·····(1)················, 

/<:~: .. ~:::::::~ .. --::~.~::~.:::.::~ 
, (2) i 

l ___________________________ : . . . . , _____ _ ___________________________ J 

Figure 3-21: The tensile test wire geometry with enlarged sections indicating the 

positions of the boundary condition. 

The wire was meshed with six elements through the thickness in one direction and four 

tluough the thickness in the perpendicular direction, the same mesh as the coarsely 

meshed, straighter sections in model EL(O.0635). The displacement-based analysis was 

executed in ABAQUS/Standard CAE 6.4-5 in two steps. During the first step, 
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1--
displacement at surface (2) was linearly increased with time to the maximum value. In 

the second step the displacement was decreased linearly with respect to time back to the 

initial position. 

Automatic time incrementation was used with minimum and maximum admissible time 

increment size respectively set to IxlO-5 and 0.1 and the parameters were used to control 

the incrementation (defined in Section 2.6.1) with their default values Ie = 4, IL = 10, 

Do = 1.5 and DB = 0.75. The convergence parameters (also defined in Section 2.6.1) 

were also used with their default values R = 0.005 and C = 0.0 I. The steps were 

executed using a dissipated energy fraction value of 1 x 10-4. These models will be 

referred to as Tensile I_short and Tensilel_long respectively. 

Non-Zero Temperature Derivative without Temperature Field 

Figure 3-22 shows the one-dimensional transformation process, described in Section 

2.5.4, as implemented for the material model used in Tensilel and the wire-loop models. 

The Stress-Temperature derivatives were defined to be zero. This effectively means that 

the transformation boundary lines in Figure 3-22 (where the F values are equal to 0) run 

parallel to the temperature axis, which means a tensile test will exhibit the same 

transformation stress values irrespective of the temperature (eg. 11 or T2 ) at which the 

test occurs. 

o 

1---1f------iIr---- --- --- ------ --- -. --- --.--------- -- ---- FAS = 0 
s 

1----H----IIr------.- -- --.-- -- -------.-- -- -------- -Ft = 0 

f----lt----tt----- .-- -- ---- ----- --- -.. - ~SA = 0 

\----II----IIr------------ --- ----- ----- F
f
SA = 0 

T 

Figure 3-22: One-dimensional SMA transformation process for Tensile} material 

model. 
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Initial Position 

____ Support 

Structure 

- - - Metal Rod 

Reference Position Final Position 

Figure 3-25: Cross-section of the elliptical deformation of a metal support structure 

during circumferential tensile testing. 

Initially the metal rods were displaced until the circular cross-section of the structure was 

deformed to the longest elliptical shape still comprising the same circumference as the 

original circular cross section. This position was used as the 0% circumferential strain 

reference configuration. From extension past the reference position the load and 

displacement data was captured the compliance of the structure over the pressure range 

80mmHg to 120mmHg was calculated. The deformation of the structure in this test 

differs to that experienced in vivo and to the displacement modelled in the FEM models 

in this thesis. 

Dynatek Dalta conducted volumetric compliance tests and then calculated the diametric 

compliance from the determined volumetric compliance. The experimental setup 

included a lumina latex liner and loading was established through varying water pressure 

inside the liner. The cyclic tests were conducted at room temperature with the water 

inside the liner at 37°C and with the pressure cycling at a frequency of 72 bpm (1.2 Hz), 

the standard frequency used in vitro to represent an average heart rate. The Latex liner 

accounts for some of the compliance of the total structure. Calculations were done and 

measuring pressures adapted so as to exclude the effect of the latex liner on the final 

compliance of the system. These tests differ from the FEM models in that the inner liner 

used in loading is deformable and that the procedure is cyclic. 

Medtronic MBC also conducted compliance tests with latex liner and water pressure, but 

did not correct for the effect of the liner. Compliance was determined by measuring the 

outer diameter by means of a laser micrometer. Tests were conducted at room 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

4.1 Nitinol Material Characterisation 

Wire samples were tested as described in Section 3.1. Not all tested samples produced 

results, as some wires pulled out of the glue (and the clamp) during the test. Tests of the 

following samples produced results that could be used: 3 samples from the O.05rnm 

diameter wires, 2 samples of the O.0635rnm diameter wires, 4 samples of the O.075rnm 

diameter wire. Nitinol material parameters listed in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Nitinol material parameters calculatedfrom the experimental tensile test. 

Parameter Abbreviation Unit Value 

Austenite Elasticity EA MPa 38992 

Martensite Elasticity EM MPa 21910 

Transformation Strain c L - 0.042 

Loading Start of Transformation Stress (Js 
L MPa 483 

Loading End of Transformation Stress E 
(JL MPa 610 

Unloading Start of Transformation Stress (Js 
u MPa 388 

Unloading End of Transformation Stress (JE 
u MPa 256 

Other input parameters could not be determined from the tensile tests conducted and were 

therefore used as supplied by Medtronic Vascular, Galway, Ireland. 

4.2 Finite Element Analysis Results 

The luminal pressure values were calculated using the reaction force of the wire structure 

on the expander surface (measured at the reference point) and the expander radius (which 

increases linearly with time) as described in Section 3.2.3. The FEM analysis was 

conducted incrementally over time with time increments automatically controlled to 

ensure fastest possible convergence. For this reason the pressure increments are not 

always equal in size and the exact equivalent pressure at an increment could not be 

explicitly controlled. Increments with pressure values as close as possible to the desired 

pressure are used in the analyses, as results are compared at physiological pressure values 

(80mmHg, 120mmHg, 200mmHg). 
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4.2.1 Stabilisation and Strain Energy 

For each model, the energy dissipated due to stabilisation was calculated as a percentage 

of the total strain energy. In Figure 4-1 curves for the dissipated stabilisation energy (% 

of strain energy) was plotted vs. luminal pressure for the even loop geometry models 

EL(O.063S)Auto, EL(O.063S), EL(O.OS) and EL(O.07S). In Figure 4-2 curves are plotted 

for the uneven loop geometry UL(O.063S), UL(O.OS), UL(O.07S)Auto and UL(O.07S). 

Limits for the stabilisation energy percentage were discussed in Section 3.2.1. 7. This 

same analysis procedure was followed for subsequent stabilisation analysis sections. 

Even Loop: Stabilization energy vs. Pressure 
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Figure 4-1: Energy dissipated by stabilisation plotted for the even loop models. 
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Uneven Loop: Stabilization Energy vs. Luminal Pressure 
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Figure 4-2: Energy dissipated by stabilisation plottedfor the uneven loop models. 
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For EL(0.0635)Auto (in Figure 4-1) the stabilisation energy is much higher than the 

proposed limit when the default value for dissipated energy fraction is used. The 

stabilisation energy curve decreases from more than 40% at 80mmHg to just lower than 

10% at 200mmHg. For the three final even loop models these values lie within the 

proposed limits. For UL(0.075)Auto (in Figure 4-2) the stabilisation energy is also much 

higher than the proposed limits when the default value for dissipated energy fraction is 

used. The stabilisation curve decreases from more than 60% at 80mmHg to just below 

20% at 200mmHg. For the three final uneven loop models, as with the even loop models, 

the stabilisation values fall within the proposed range. 

4.2.2 Radial Deformation 

In Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 graphs were plotted of luminal pressure (mmHg) vs. 

internal diameter increase (% change from initial diameter at OmmHg) for the even and 

uneven loop models respectively. Although expansion of the metal structure is dependent 

on the luminal pressure increase, it is generally accepted in the medical field that pressure 

is plotted on the y-axis for compliance graphs. A percentage was used rather than an 

absolute diameter value to allow comparison between different models starting from 

slightly different initial diameters. Values are plotted from OmmHg to approximately 

200mmHg to cover the physiological range and separate graphs were plotted for the even 

and uneven loop geometry. 

Even Loop: Pressure vs. Internal Diameter Increase 
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Figure 4-3: Graph of Luminal Pressure (mmHg) vs. Internal Diameter Increase (%) 

for the even loop models. 
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Uneven Loop: Pressure vs. Internal Diameter Increase 

2 3 5 6 

10 increase ('Yo) 

Figure 4-4: Graph of Luminal Pressure (mmHg) vs. Internal Diameter increase (%) 

for the uneven loop models. 

The even loop model have of the thinnest wire produced a curve with smoother diameter 

increase, while the curves for the two thicker wires exhibits a distinct change in the 

gradient at around 10mmHg. In further descriptions, these will be referred to as the initial 

and final gradients for the gradients at low and high pressure respectively. The region of 

the fmal gradient show the rate of diameter increase decreasing with increasing wire 

thickness. In the uneven geometry (Figure 4-4) a similar trend is followed for the 

0.0635mm and 0.05mm diameter models. The absolute diameter increase is however 

considerably less (almost half) than that of the even loop geometry models. The fmal 

gradients also follow the same trend as even loop models, with the gradient increasing 

with increasing wire thickness. The absolute deformation in UL(0.075) however differs 

from the trend observed in the even loop geometry. Its total radial deformation is more 

than that of the smaller diameter wires. Its larger final diameter is due to the fmal 

gradient only being reached at a higher diameter increase, even though the final gradient 

follows the trend observed in the even loop models. 

4.2.3 Compliance 

Table 4-2 reports the compliance values calculated between the pressure values that lie 

closest to 80mmHg and 120mmHg, with the exact pressures specified in the table. 

Compliance values were calculated as described in Section 3.2.3 in % per 100 mmHg. 
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Table 4-2: Compliance values for uneven and even loop models. 

Model 
Compliance Pressure Range (mmHg) 

(%/1 00 mmHg) Minimum Maximum 

EL(0.05) 2.51 80 121 
EL(0.0635) 0.92 80 123 
EL(0.075) 0.63 79 120 

UL(0.05) 1.17 80 123 
UL(0.0635) 0.52 78 117 
UL(0.075) 0.51 74 115 

Compliance increases with decreasing wire thickness in both the uneven and even loop 

designs. The increase in compliance from O.0635rnm diameter to O.05rnm diameter 

models is much more pronounced than the compliance increase from O.075rnm to 

O.0635mm diameter models. The even loop models show significantly higher 

compliances and greater compliance variation with wire diameter than the uneven loop 

geometry. 

4.2.4 Maximum Principal Stress 

The stress distributions in the even and uneven loop geometries are illustrated in Figure 

4-5 and Figure 4-6 respectively for EL(O.0635) and UL(O.0635). The maximum principal 

stress for each of the six models is recorded in Table 4-3 at pressures closest to 80mmHg, 

120mmHg and 200mmHg. Distributions for other wire thicknesses are similar. The 

maximum stress positions are circled in black. 

Table 4-3: Maximum principal stresses at 80mmHg, 120mmHg and 200 mmHg for even 

and uneven loop models. 

80 mmHg 120 mmHg 200 mmHg 
Model P Stress P Stress P Stress 

(mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (NIPa) 

EL(0 .05) 80 177.2 121 268.3 200 420.5 
EL(0.0635) 80 87.0 123 J 31.9 206 218.3 
EL(0.075) 79 58.0 120 91.0 201 144.3 

UL(0.05) 80 116.0 123 174.9 200 283.4 

UL(0.0635) 78 62.3 117 83.9 199 146.1 

UL(0.075) 74 63.6 115 79.5 200 128.6 
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Top view Bottom view 

1.17E+02 

O.OOE+OO 

Figure 4-5: Stress distribution for even loop geometry with positions of maximum 

stress indicated. 

Top view Bottom view 

Figure 4-6: Stress distribution for uneven loop geometry with positions of maximum 

stress indicated. 

Both the uneven and even loop geometry display a similar trend in maximum principal 

stress: the models of thinnest wire diameter experiences the highest stress and stress 

values increase with both decreasing wire thickness and increasing luminal pressure. In 

the uneven and even loop geometry the maximum principal stress values for the O.05mm 

wire models are significantly higher than for the other two thicknesses (about double that 

of the O.0635mm wire model). In some cases the overall observed trends are not 

followed. UL(O.0635) displays a lower maximum principal stress than UL(O.075) at 

80mmHg. The two values are very close to each other and by the time the luminal 

pressure reaches 120mmHg the values follow the overall observed trend. The even loop 

geometry displays higher values for all the thicknesses and pressures, except in the case 

of the thickest wire (O.075mm) at 80mmHg, where the uneven loop model has a higher 

value. 
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4.2.5 Maximum Principal Strain 

In Table 4-4 the maximum principal strain at the pressures closest to 80mmHg, 

120mmHg and 200mmHg respectively are given for each geometric variation. The strain 

distributions in the even and uneven loop geometries are given Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 

respectively. The distributions are for EL(O.0635) and UL(O.0635) as distributions for the 

other wire thicknesses are similar. The areas where maximum strain occurs are circled in 

black. 

Top view Bottom view 

HOE-03 

O.OOE+OO 

Figure 4-7: Strain distribution in even loop geometry with positions of maximum strain 

indicated. 

Top view Bottom view 

320E-03 

O.OOE+OO 

Figure 4-8: Strain distribution in uneven loop geometry with positions of maximum 

strain indicated. 
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Table 4-4: Maximum principal strain at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg for the even and uneven 

loop models. 

Model 
80 mmHg 120 mmHg 200 mmHg 

P(mmHg) Strain (%) P(mmHg) Strain (%) P(mmHg) Strain (%) 

EL(O.OS) 80 0.46 121 0.70 200 1.10 
EL(0.063S) 80 0.32 123 0.43 206 0.66 
EL(0.07S) 79 0.24 120 0.39 201 0.67 

UL(O.OS) 80 0.37 123 0.71 200 1.1S 
UL(0.063S) 78 0.34 117 0.41 199 0.S9 
UL(0.07S) 74 0.24 11S 0.32 200 0.81 

Both the uneven and even loop geometry displayed a similar trend in maximum principal 

strain. The thinnest wire thickness experiences the highest strain with the strain values 

decreasing with increasing wire thickness. At 200mrnHg, the O.0635rnm diameter models 

however display a lower maximum principal strain than the O.075rnm diameter models. 

The difference between the strain in the thinnest wire and that in the other two wire 

thicknesses becomes more pronounced with increasing pressure. This differs from the 

situation for maximum principal stress where the thinnest wire model already experiences 

a significantly higher stress from 80rnrnHg. The strain values also differ from the stress 

values in that strain values for the uneven and even loop models are much more similar 

than their stress values. 

4.3 Results for Verification of Finite Element Models 

The same parameters analysed for the main FEM models were analysed for verification 

models. Each model was analysed according to stabilisation, deformation, compliance, 

maximum principal stress and maximwn principal strain. 

4.3.1 Element Type Verification 

Stabilisation and Strain energy 

Dissipated energy (% of strain energy) is plotted vs. luminal pressure (mrnHg) in Figure 

4-9. Curves for EL(O.0635), EL(O.0635)Trhrl, EL(O.0635)Trhr2 and EL(O.0635)Trhr3 

are shown, where EL(O.0635) is the original model being verified. 
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Tetrahedral Elements: Stabilization Energy vs. Luminal Pressure 
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Figure 4-9: Energy dissipated through stabilisation vs. luminal pressure, plotted for 

different mesh refinements with tetrahedral elements as well as EL(0.0635). 

Although the curve for EL(0.065)Trhr3 starts slightly above 15%, it decreases to below 

5% by 200nunHg. The initial value falls slightly outside the predefined limit, but the 

dissipated energy fraction parameter could not be decreased further without encountering 

convergence difficulties. Stabilisation energy for the other models falls within the 

predefined limits. The stabilisation energy increased with increasing mesh refinement and 

all the tetrahedral element models had higher stabilisation energy values than 

EL(0.0635). 

Radial Deformation 

In Figure 4-10 a graph is plotted of luminal pressure (nunHg) vs. internal diameter 

increase (% change from initial diameter at OnunHg) for the tetrahedral mesh verification 

models. 

The point of distinct gradient change occurs at a slightly larger ID increase for the 

tetrahedral models than for EL(0.0635). Other than that the curves are similar. All three 

of tetrahedral models exhibit the same displacement curves. 
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Pressure vs. Internal Diameter Increase 

250,-----------------________________________ ~ 

o 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 

10 increase (%) 

---- El(0.0635) 
...- El(0.0635)Trhrl 

-.- El(0.0635)Trhr2 

-+- El(0.0635)Trhr3 

Figure 4-10: Graph of Luminal Pressure (mmHg) vs. Internal Diameter (%) for the 

tetrahedral mesh models as well as EL(O. 0635). 

Compliance 

The compliance values as well as the pressure ranges over which they were calculated are 

given in Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5: Compliance values over for tetrahedral models and EL(0.0635). 

Model 
Compliance Pressure Range (mmHg) 

(%/1 00 mmHg) Minimum Maximum 

EL(0.00635) 0.921 80 123 

EL(0.0635)Trhrl 0.906 79 124 
EL(0.0635)Trhr2 0.879 82 122 
EL(0.06351Trhr3 0.893 82 125 

The compliance of the tetrahedral models is only slightly lower than that of EL(0.0635). 

There does not appear to be trend in the compliance variation with mesh refinement and 

all three compliance values are approximately the same. 

Maximum Principal Stress 

The maximum principal stresses III the models were recorded at pressures close to 

80mmHg, 120mmHg and 200mrnHg respectively in Table 4-6. The stress distributions 

for the hexahedral and tetrahedral models are shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 

respectively. 
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Table 4-6: Maximum principal stresses at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg for the tetrahedral 

element models and EL(0.0635). 

80 mmHg 120 mmHg 200 mmHg 
Model p Stress P Stress P Stress 

(mrnHg) (MFa) (mmHg) (MFa) (mmHg) (MPa) 

EL(0 .0635) 80 87.0 123 13l.9 206 218.3 

EL(0.0635)Trhrl 79 96.1 124 143.7 200 224.0 
EL(0.0635)Trhr2 83 100.1 122 144.0 199 227.2 

EL(0.0635)Trhr3 82 10 l.3 125 148.3 205 238.1 

Top view Bottom view 

1,17E+02 

O.OOE+OO 

Figure 4-11: Stress distribution of the original even-loop geometry, EL(0.0635), with 

positions of maximum strain indicated. 

Top view Bottom view 

1.17E+02 

O.OOE+OO 

Figure 4-12: Stress distribution for tetrahedral meshed even loop geometry, 

EL(0.0635) Trhr2, with positions of maximum strain indicated. 

The maximum principal stress values for the tetrahedral element models are slightly 

higher than that of EL(O.0635) at all three pressure values. The stress values also appear 

to increase with increasing mesh refinement of the tetrahedral elements and increasing 
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luminal pressure. The positions of maxlITlum principal stress IS the same as for 

EL(O.0635). The stress distribution is also similar to EL(O.0635). 

Maximum Principal Strain 

The maximum principal strains in the two models are recorded at pressures close to 

80mmHg, 120mmHg and 200mmHg Table 4-7. The strain distributions are shown in 

Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 respectively. 

Top view Bottom view 

3.90E-03 

O.OOE+OO 

Figure 4-13: Strain distribution for original even-loop geometry, EL(0.0635), with 

positions of maximum strain indicated. 

Top view Bottom view 

3.90E-03 

O.OOHOO 

Figure 4-14: Strain distribution in tetrahedral element meshed even-loop geometry, 

EL(O. 0635) Trhr2, with positions of maxi mum strain indicated. 
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Table 4-7: Maximum principal stresses at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg. 

80mmHg 120 mmHg 200 mmHg 
Model p Strain P Strain P Strain 

(mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) 

EL(0.0635) 80 0.32 123 0.43 206 0.66 

EL(0.0635)Trhrl 79 0.24 124 0.37 200 0.57 
EL(0.0635)Trhr2 83 0.25 122 0.35 199 0.56 
EL(0.0635)Trhr3 82 0.25 125 0.36 205 0.58 

The maximum principal strain in the tetrahedral element models is slightly lower than 

that of EL(0.0635). There does not appear to be a trend with respect to mesh refmement. 

The positions of the maximum principal strains are in the centre of the loops, not at the 

contacts positions observed in the previous hexahedral element models. Maximum 

principal strain increases with increasing luminal pressure. The strain distribution is also 

similar to EL(0.0635), but the maximum values only occur in one of the position seen in 

EL(0.0635). 

4.3.2 Mesh Density Verification 

Stabilisation and Strain Energy 

In Figure 4-15 dissipated energy is plotted vs. luminal pressure for models with different 

mesh densities. 

Mesh refinement: Stabilization Energy VS. Luminal Pressure 
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Figure 4-15: Energy dissipated through stabilisation vs. luminal pressure, plotted for 

different hexahedral element mesh models. 
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As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, EL(O.0635)Fine3 has approximately 20% stabilisation 

energy a 80mmHg, but decrease to below 5% by 200mmHg. Although this 20% falls 

outside the predefined limits, the dissipated energy fraction parameter could not be 

decreased further without encountering convergence difficulties. Stabilisation energy for 

the other three models falls within the predefmed limits. The stabilisation energy 

increases with increasing mesh density although EL(O.0635)Coarse does not appear to 

follow this trend. 

Radial Deformation 

In Figure 4-16 luminal pressure (mmHg) is plotted vs. internal diameter change (% 

change from initial diameter) for the mesh verification models as well as the original 

model, EL(O.0635). 
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EL(0.0635) 

EL(0.0635)Fine2 

EL(0.0635)Fine3 

Figure 4-16: Graph of Luminal Pressure (mmHg) vs. Internal Diameter (%) for the 

hexahedral element mesh models. 

The point of distinct gradient change shifts depending on the mesh refinement. The more 

refined the mesh, the further the ID increases before the gradient change occurs. 

EL(0.0635)Coarse again does not follow this trend and increases even further than 

EL(0.0635)Fine3 before the gradient changes. A difference in final gradient can not be 

observed by simply looking at the curves, this indicates very similar compliance values 

for the different models. This change is however very small. Again EL(0.0635)Coarse 
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does not follow the trend observed in the other three models, having an gradient is even 

less steep than that ofEL(0.0635)Fine3. 

Compliance 

The compliance values as well as the pressure ranges over which they were calculated are 

given in Table 4-8. 

Table 4-8: Compliance values for the hexahedral element mesh models. 

Model 
Compliance Pressure Range (mmHg) 

(%/1 00 mmHg) Minimum Maximum 

EL(0.0635)Coarse 0.98 82 Its 
EL(0.0635) 0.92 80 123 

EL(0.0635)Fine2 0.94 79 120 
EL(0.075)Fine3 0.94 8t 123 

The compliance values decrease with increasing mesh density. EL(0.0635)Coarse 

however does not follow tills trend with a compliance even higher than that of 

EL(0.0635)Fine3. 

Maximum Principal Stress 

The maximum principal stresses In the models are recorded at pressures close to 

80mmHg, 120mmHg and 200mmHg in Table 4-9. 

Table 4-9: Maximum principal stresses at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg for the hexahedral 

element mesh models. 

80 mmHg 120 mmHg 200 mmHg 
Model P Stress P Stress P Stress 

(mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) 

EL(0.0635)Coarse 82 98.5 118 135.0 203 244.1 

EL(0.0635) 80 87.0 123 131.9 206 218.3 
EL(0.0635) Fine2 80 89.2 120 129.8 200 210.0 

EL(0.075)Fine3 81 91.5 123 136.8 204 220.7 

The maximum principal stress values for EL(0.0635) and EL(0.0635)Fine2 are similar, 

willIe values for EL(0.06.35) Fine3 is slightly illgher. EL(0.0635)Coarse has illgher 

values than both EL(0.0635) and EL(0.0635)Fine2. 
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Maximum Principal Strain 

The maximum principal strains in the models are recorded at pressures close to 80 

mmHg, 120 mmHg and 200 mmHg respectively in Table 4-10. 

Table 4-10: Maximum principal strains at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg for the hexahedral 

element mesh models. 

80 mmHg 120mmHg 200 mmHg 
Model p Strain P Strain P Strain 

(mmHg) (%) (mmHg) (%) (mmHg) (%) 
EL(0.0635)Coarse 82 0.26 118 0.35 204 0.58 

EL(0.0635) 80 0.32 123 0.43 206 0.66 
EL(0.0635) Fine2 79 0.31 120 0.45 200 0.87 
EL(0.0635)Fine3 81 0.48 123 0.67 204 0.81 

The strain Increases with increasing refinement as well as with increasing lwninal 

pressure. The strain values of EL(0.0635) and EL(0.0.635)Fine2 are very close to each 

other while the values for EL(0.0635)Fine3 and EL(0.0635)Coarse slightly higher and 

lower respectively. This indicates that maximwn principal strain increases with 

increasing mesh density. At 2 OOmmHg, EL(0.0635)Fine2 does not follow the trend, 

having a higher maximwn principal strain that EL(0.0635)Fine3. 

4.3.3 Material Model Verification 

Tensile Test Model 

Figure 4-17 shows the stress vs. strain curve for Tensile1_short and Tensilt1_long as 

described in Section 3.3.3. It can been seen in Figure 4-17 that the stress strain response 

for models of length 10mm and 50mm models are the exactly the same. It can therefore 

be inferred that the results for 100mm will also be the same as that of the 10mm models. 

The material model verification will therefore use models which are 10mm in length. The 

stress values at the start and end of the transformations correspond to the input values. 

The shape of the curve also corresponds to the shape of a Nitinol tensile test predicted by 

the theory. 
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Figure 4-1 7 The Stress vs. Strain plot for long and short models of Tensile1. 

Temperature Derivative without Temperature Field 

The transfonnation stress values were detennined by experimental tests conducted at 

37°C. These values were seen at the start and end of transfonnations in model Tensilel. 

However it is clear from Figure 4-18 that in model Tensile 2 the transfonnations started 

and ended at different values than those entered in the material model. This would be due 

to the test proceeding at a different temperature than that for which the values were 

entered (37°C). 
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Figure 4-18 Stress vs. strain curve for model Tensile I and Tensile2. 
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Temperature Derivative with Temperature Field 

To investigate the validity of the material model further, Tensile2 was run again with a 

temperature field of 37°C defined over the entire geometry. This model was named 

Tensile3 . Figure 4-19 shows the stress vs. strain curve for Tensile3 together with that for 

Tesilel. The curves for Tensilel and Tesile3 are exactly the same. 
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Figure 4-}9: The stress vs. strain curves for Tensile} and Tensile3 
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It appears that if no temperature field will be defined and the model is run at the same 

temperature for which the values were entered, then the temperature strain derivatives 

should be defined to be zero, as done in Tensile 1. 

4.3.4 Boundary Condition Verification 

In this section, results are given for the models EL(0.0635) and EL(0.0635)BC, described 

in Section 3.3.5. 

Stabilisation and Strain Energy 

In Figure 4-20 the dissipated energy (% of strain energy) is plotted vs. luminal pressure 

for the models with different boundary conditions. Curves are plotted for EL(0.0636)BC 

and EL(0.0635). 
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Figure 4-20: Energy dissipated through stabilisation (% of total strain energy) vs. 

luminal pressure (MPa),for models with slightly varied boundary conditions 

EL(O.0635)BC has slightly higher dissipated stabilisation energy percentage than 

EL(O.0635). The values for both models still fall within the predefined limit. 

Radial Deformation 

In Figure 4-21 a graph is plotted of luminal pressure (mmHg) vs. internal diameter 

change (% change from initial diameter at OmmHg) was plotted for the boundary 

condition verification model. 
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Figure 4-21: Graph of Luminal Pressure (mmHg) vs. Internal Diameter (%) for the 

boundary condition verification model. 
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The point of distinct gradient change is shifted slightly further along the 10 increase axis 

for EL(O.0635)BC. The final gradients of the two models are very similar. 

Compliance 

The compliance values as well as the pressure ranges over which they were calculated are 

given in Table 4-11. 

Table 4-11: Compliance values for EL(0.0635) and EL(0.0635)BC. 

Model 
Compliance Pressure Range (mmHg) 

(%11 00 mmHg) Minimum Maximum 

EL(0.0635) 0.92 80 123 
EL(0.0635)BC 0.93 80 120 

The compliance values for both models in Table 4-11 are very similar. The change In 

boundary conditions did not adversely affect the compliance results. 

Maximum Principal Stress 

The maximum principal stresses in the two models are recorded at pressures close to 

80mmHg, 120mmHg and 200mmHg in Table 4-12. The stress distribution was the same as 

indicated in Figure 4-5. 

Table 4-12: Maximum principal stresses at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg for EL(0.0635) and 

EL(O. 0635) BC. 

80 mmHg 120 mmHg 200 mmHg 
Model P Stress P Stress P Stress 

(mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) 

EL(0.0635) 80 87.0 123 131.9 206 218.3 
EL(0.0635)BC 80 111.4 120 167.0 200 259.5 

Even though the stress values of EL(0.0635)BC is consistently higher than that of 

EL(O.0635), the position of maximum principal stress was the same for both EL(O.0635) 

and EL(O.0635)BC. 

Maximum Principal Strain 

The maximum principal strains in the two models are recorded at pressures close to 80 

mmHg, 120 mmHg and 200 mmHg respectively in Table 4-13. These stress distribution was 

the same as in Figure 4-7. 
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Table 4-13: Maximum principal strains at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg for EL(0.0635) and 

EL(O. 0635 Be). 

80 mrnHg 120 mmHg 200 mmHg 
Model p Strain P Strain P Strain 

(mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) 

EL(0.0635) 80 0.32 123 0.43 206 0.66 
EL(0.0635)BC 80 0.48 120 0.68 200 1.73 

The maxImum principal strain values are also consistently higher for EL(O.0635)BC 

compared to EL(O.0635). As with maximum principal stress, the positions of maximum 

principal strains are the same in both models. 

4.3.5 Contact definition verification 

Strain energy and stabilisation 

Dissipated energy (% of strain energy) is plotted vs. luminal pressure for the models with 

different contact definition in Figure 4-22. Curves are plotted for EL(O.05)Auto and 

EL(O.05). 
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Figure 4-22: Energy dissipated through stabilisation (% of total strain energy) vs. 

luminal pressure, plottedfor models with different contact definitions. 
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EL(0.05)Auto and EL(0.05) has very similar stabilisation energy percentages. 

Radial Deformation 

In Figure 4-23 a graph is plotted of luminal pressure (mmHg) vs. internal diameter 

increase (% change from initial diameter at OmmHg) for EL(0.05)Auto and EL(0.05). 

Values are plotted from 0 mmHg to approximately 200mmHg. 
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Figure 4-23: Luminal Pressure (mmHg) vs. Internal Diameter (%) for the contact 

verification model. 

The difference between the results of the two models is negligible. 

Compliance 

As EL(0.0635)Auto terminated shortly after reaching an internal diameter corresponding 

to 80 mmHg, the compliance between 80 and 120 mmHg could not be calculated. 

Compliance results can therefore not be used to compare the results of these two models. 

Maximum Principal Stress 

The maximum principal stresses in the two models are recorded at pressures closest to 

80mmHg in Table 4-14. The maximum principal stress of EL(0.0635)Auto was not 

available at 120mmHg and 200mmHg due to premature termination of the model and 

therefore these values could not be compared. 
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Table 4-14 : Maximum principal stresses at 80 mmHgfor EL(0.05) and EL(0.05)Auto. 

80 mmHg 
Model p Stress 

(mmHg) (MPa) 

EL(0.05) 80 177.2 
EL(0.05)Auto 80 178.1 

The maximum principal stress values at 80 mmHg are very close. 

Maximum principal strain 

The maximum principal strains in the two models are recorded at pressures closest to 

80nunHg in Table 4-15. As before, the maximum principal strain of EL(0.0635)Auto was 

not available at l20mmHg and 200nunHg and therefore cannot be compared. 

Table 4-15: Maximum principal strain at 80 mmHgfor EL(0.05) and EL(0.05)Auto. 

80mmHg 
Model P Strain 

(mmHg) (MPa) 

EL(0.05) 80 0.46 
EL(0.05)Auto 80 0.59 

The maximum principal stress values for EL(0.0635) and EL(0.0635)Auto are very close 

to each other at 80mmHg. 

4.3.6 Verification of Geometry for Uneven Loop Models 

Strain Energy and Stabilisation 

Dissipated energy (% of strain energy) is plotted vs. luminal pressure (mmHg) in Figure 

4-24. Curves are plotted for UL(0.0635) and UL(0.0635)Large. 
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Figure 4-24: Energy dissipated through stabilisation (% of total strain energy) vs. 

luminal pressure, plottedfor models with different loop geometries. 

UL(0.05)Large has higher dissipated stabilisation energy percentage than UL(0.05), but for 

both models, the values fall within the predefined parameters. 

Radial Deformation 

In Figure 4-25 a graph is plotted of luminal pressure (mmHg) vs. internal diameter change 

(% change from initial diameter) for EL(0.05)Auto and EL(0.05). Values are plotted from 0 

mmHg to approximately 200 mmHg. 

Uneven Geometry: Pressure vs. Internal Diameter Increase 
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Figure 4-25: Graph of Luminal Pressure (mmHg) vs. Internal Diameter (%) for 

UL(0.0635) and UL(O. 0635)Large. 
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The model created from the large loop geometry, UL(0.05)Large, has a slightly steeper 

gradient than UL(0.05). UL(0.05)Large also has an earlier gradient change at around 

0.2% ID increase, compared to UL(0.05), which changes gradient at around 0.5% ID 

Increase. 

Compliance 

The compliance values as well as the pressure ranges over which they were calculated are 

given in Table 4-16. 

Table 4-16: Compliance values for UL(0.0635) and UL(0.0635)Large. 

Model 
Compliance Pressure Range (mrnHg) 

(%/1 00 mmHg) Minimum Maximum 

UL(0.0635) 0.52 78 117 

UL(0.0635)Large 0.48 79 119 

The compliance results are close enough to be able to be explained by the change in 

boundary condition only. 

Maximum Principal Stress 

The maximwn principal stresses in the models are recorded at pressures of 80 mmHg, 

120 mmHg and 200 mmHg respectively in Table 4-17. The stress distributions at 200 

mmHg for models EL(0.0635) and EL(0.0635)Large are shown in Figure 4-26 and 

Figure 4-27. 

Table 4-17: Maximum principal stress at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg for UL(0.065) and 

UL(O.0635)Large. 

80 mmHg 120 mrnHg 200 mrnHg 
Model P Stress P Stress P Stress 

(mrnHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) (mmHg) (MPa) 

UL(0.0635) 78 62.3 117 83.9 199 146.1 

UL(0.0635)Large 79 66.6 119 95.9 201 164.7 
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Top view Bottom view 
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Figure 4-26: Stress distribution for uneven large loop geometry, UL(O.0635)Large, 

with positions of maximum strain indicated. 

Top view Bottom view 

Figure 4-27: Stress distribution for uneven small loop geometry, UL(O.0635), with 

positions of maximum strain indicated. 

Even though the maximum stress value present in EL(O.0635)Large is greater than 

EL(O.0635), the overall stress distribution appears very similar. The maximum values also 

occurred at the same positions. 

Maximum Principal Strain 

The maximum principal strain values are recorded at pressures of 80mmHg, 120mmHg and 

200mmHg respectively in Table 4-18. The strain distributions at 200mmHg for models 

EL(O.0635) and EL(O.0635)Large are given in Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-29 respectively. 
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Table 4-18: Maximum principal strain at 80, 120 and 200 mmHg for UL(0.0635) and 

UL(0.0635)Large. 

Model 
80mmHg 120 mmHg 200 mmHg 

P(mmHg) Strain P(mmHg) Strain P(mmHg) Strain 

UL(0.0635) 78 0.34 117 0.41 199 0.59 
UL(0.0635)Large 

79 0.39 119 0.58 201 0.97 Loop 

Top view Bottom view 

600E-03 

3.20E-03 

O.OOE+OO 

Figure 4-28: Strain distribution in uneven large loop geometry, UL(0.0635)Large, with 

positions of maximum strain indicated 

Top view Bottom view 

Figure 4-29: Strain distribution in uneven small loop geometry, UL(0.0635), with 

positions of maximum strain indicated 

Even though the maximum strains present In EL(O.0635)Large is greater than 

EL(O.0635), the overall strain distribution appears very similar. The maximum values 

also occurred at the same positions. 
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4.3.7 Comparison to Experimental Compliance Values 

The compliance values obtained from the FEM models were compared to the different 

experimental values. Graphical representations of the compliance values of the even loop 

models are given in Figure 4-30 and for the uneven loop models in Figure 4-31. 
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Figure 4-30: Comparison between compliance values of the FEM models and those 

from different experimental tests for the even loop models. 
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Figure 4-31: Comparison between compliance values of the FEM models and those 

from different experimental tests for the uneven loop geometry. 
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can be seen the results the different test vary considerably. It is important to bear 

in that all tests are on different procedures and principles, all with 

their individual shortcomings. the even loop structures overall trend in all 

numerical models and experimental appear to be a decrease in compliance with 

increasing thickness. not follow trend for CVRU tests. 

Both Dynatek tests, Medronic tests indicate a 

decrease from EL(O.OS) to EL(0.063S) than from to For , 

uneven loop experimental overall trend appears to be an increase of compliance 

with wire thickness, a trend not displayed by the models. Dynatek Dalta 

Medtronic MBC tests FEM results show a compliance 

UL(O.OS) to UL(0.063S), while all three experimental tests show an increase 

compliance from UL(0.063S) to UL(0.07S). is not seen in FEM model 

where compliance values of UL(0.063S) and UL(0.07S) are very close to each other. 

With the exception ofEL(O.OS), the MBC lie in the same region as from the 

H1V' ........ J..:>. while from CVRU are CVRU 

values being two. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 

of SIX models, EL(O.0635), UL(O.05), 

UL(0.0635) and UL(0.075), discussed Section 5.1. Comparisons are made to the 

modelling approaches followed by authors mechanical behaviour of 

intravascular stents. In Section results of SIX are discussed and compared 

to each and to experimental results from different groups. While discussing these 

models, of III verification of 

construction are also retiem;~d to. The Illu:aV!lSClllru stents were 

listed, however the actual values Call1lot be compared to results reported in 

due to structural In Section the of the six models 

analysed in this thesis are compared to experimental tests which were previously 

conducted on SaIne structures. Finally, Section 5.4, relevance the FEM 

models to the medical is highlighted. 

5.1 Creating the Finite Element Model 

geometry each the models analysed this thesis was created 

Iml)leIneIltmlg a t1lr~ee-lamlen.slOnru rel)eaitable unit as is one of major 

geometric characteristics of knitted structure and can only be accounted for in 

dimensions. In literature three-dimensional geometries were implemented in creation 

of intravascular stents models and can split into the following categories (in order 

increasing ae2Tee 

• Models without geometrical simplification [2, 91] 

• Models with some of symmetry simplification [3, 8, 90] 

• Models a repeatable cell 6, 

• A model consisting of one eighth of a symmetric unit cell [10] 

Some authors implemented 

in four ways: 

geometries intravascular stent models. This was 

• Creating the stent gec)me:try in two dimensions mapping it onto a 

cylindrical coordinate "',,,,.t. ...... [1] 
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411 Creating the unit cell geometry and mapping it onto a cylindrical 

coordinate system [7] 

411 Keeping a cell geClme:try in a planar throughout the analysis [32] 

411 use a two dimensional unit cell to different geometries, by 

showing how a dimensional experienced much larger stresses in 

the circumferential than the radial direction[4]. 

Dumoulin and Cochelin [4] used tie-constraints to link end surface behaviour of the unit 

cell in such a way as to assume infinite length. They analysed a highly symmetrical 

",""'"",f1 ..... ", whereas structures in has helical climb III 

£1 ... C10T\ and overlap between the wires the addition of unit cell at 

each longitudinal end of the modeL One unit consisted of a single loop therefore 

the basic assembly consisted of three loops, although extra half loop sections were 

also added to the longitudinal ends this structure to aid the boundary condition 

definition. 

define III wire loop "",""'U.1UL L-U.1.1"'c.u (first order) brick eleme:ms were 

Elements used the literature to stent mCloelS include: 

411 Quadratic tetrahedral [2,8] 

411 Tri-quadratic brick elements [10] 

• brick elements 90,91] 

eleIl1lemS [1] 

411 Quadratic two-dimensional [4] 

In this current models, elements were used to generate the even 

though quadratic tetrahedral behave under bending conditions. 

are not advised use with contact which occur 

abundantly in these models, and they are computationally more expensive. For these 

reasons brick elements were chosen, even though they have a tendency to 

behave stiff conditions where a coarse mesh is To counter 

trait a: finer mesh was implemented in regions of curvature. It is also 

useful to mesh the areas of contact with a finer as the smoother leads to 

easier convergence. the loop areas contact coincided with areas of 

curvature. addition, the of large curvature were to of gre:at€~r 
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interest with to deformations, and loops were 

longitudinally partitioned into regions high and low curvature to 

acc:omu:n()oate the mesh density definitions. A mesh could alternatively 

have been applied throughout entire loop without negatively impacting the 

L"""'UJ.."" however a coarser to of curvature at reducing 

computational requirements models without compromising the 

results. In literature, a has previously used 

mechanical properties were of more interest [7. as well as of contact 

91]. 

Six were created EL(0.0635) to investigate the to 

mesh density Sensitivity are an measure for 

determining optimum density 8, 10]. Migliavacca et al. additionally 

conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine whether the element type had any 

significant impact on the results by three models of increasing density 

meshed with to the to 

mesh final models. 

Ill(;al1l0n AU'-' ......... '" are prt:seltlted this 

Section 

to det:enniIlle the sensitivity to 

type and are described 

EL(0.0635)Trhr2 and EL(0.0635)Trhr3 

1. EL(0.0635)Trhrl, 

were created with increasing quadratic 

tetrahedral mesh density as wen as mc:rel.lLSII1lg dissipated energy fraction. 

dissipated energy fraction had to be mcre3!;ed for order to 

ensure overall model however led to an increase of stabilisation 

energy with mcrealSmlg mesh as can seen Figure with the 

meshed model falling outside the specified range at 80 The 

stabilisation factor could however not decreased further without preventing 

convergence. tetrahedral element models produced stabilisation "',...,"' .. .,." 

peI'celltaj~eS than EL(0.0635), the dependence of stabilisation on mesh 

assignment. in are barely detectable Figure 4-10 while 

compliance values, which are slightly lower for the tetrahedral element mo,aelS. 

with than from that of distinct change deformation F.< ........ L'~U.. 

seems to occur at a slightly higher tetrahedral models and could possibly 

be attributed to inaccurate contact .. ",.,nn1n.,,,, 

poorly in contact problems. The 

as tetrahedral elements are known to perform 

principal values occurred 
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correslDOrldirlg positions values in elelmeltll model 

also a possible consequence accurate contact response. The difference these 

values decreased slightly with increasing pressure and at 200mmHg tetrahedral model 

none of the values are more 10% higher than those EL(O.0635). principal 

stnluns were smaller the tetrahedral element but at the centre of the 

loop as in EL(O.0635). However, none of the models have increased strain 

values at the areas contact, the possibility that differences the results 

can be ascribed to contact inconsistencies. seems to be very little variation in 

results the .;,+1-;,...."" .... t their 

correspond well to those of linear brick elements. It can t", .. ,,.,,,t,;,,,,,,,, be concluded that 

the results are not influenced by chosen type. 

A three verification models (described 3.3.2) were created to detennine 

the sensitivity to density. Models EL(O.0635)Coarse, 

were created using mesh density 

as well as Inc:realSlDlg dissipated ensure r:nTlVPlrOP1nr:p 

elements, 

model 

EL(O.0635)Fine3 could not be achieved with a stabilisation 

percentage falling within the limits. To aid in the convergence this model, 

contact definition was further softened (verification that this change only influenced 

rate follows final model, EL(O.0635)Fine3, 

had stabilisation energy larger than defined limits, but this could not be 

decreased further. the majority of mechanical factors analysed, the results obtained 

from EL(O.0635) did not follow the displayed by the other three models. This 

serves as an indication that a coarser mesh could In not be used without 

comprOmISIng accuracy the The dissipated fraction with 

increasing density to the In ..., .... 'vu. ........... v .. pel~Celtltage. 

in are shown to 

EL(O.0635)Fine2 and EL(O.0635)Fine3 are very 

as curves for EL(O.0635). 

to one another. Furthennore no 

significant differences or principal 

results were noted between EL(O.0635) and EL(O.0635)Coarse. All these results 

indicate that refinement used EL(O.0635) ensures sufficiently accurate u.-",' .. u", 

The used to structures was Nitinol, a nickel and titanium 

This material is often used in manufacture of self-expandable intravascular stents. No 

previous studies comparing different Nitinol stents designs could found. is 
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however a discussion on variation as a possible optimisation 

technique u ... !..A."" .... '" analysis a model a Nitinol self-

expandable stent [10]. Models balloon expandable stents used material 

models which all described ",_'HH .... ",,,, steel [1-8, 91]. McGarry et al. [32] used a 

steel u .. a.~",.u<u model 

difference the 

their simulations, but the objective was to demonstrate 

obtained two different for same ....... "'1',,'1"".'" 

material behaviour of nprlpr~ltp(l analysis U1J.JL1""uau\.."" due to the degree 

of and an emCleltU material implemented [9, 10, 

93]. Migliavacca et al' [3] also noted that material non-linearities can to solution 

difficulties. Whitcher [10] used a Mises yield-criterion material model 

in ADINA which has been shown to correspond well with the behaviour of SMAs 

monotonic loading simulations. the SIX structure models the 

ABAQUS UMAT Nitinol, is based on generalised plasticity [79, 

80], was implemented to describe the behaviour the a material description which 

was also used by Gong and Pelton [9]. Input material parameters used this were 

determined from experimental tests conducted on Nitinol samples which correspond 

to the wires CO]lstituting knitted support structures. Some values were not obtainable 

one dimensional tensile testing and were obtained 

In to verify of the model, tests were 

compared to the experimentally determined model. test wire was 

meshed with same number of elements the wire tn.u~1mess as was used in 

EL(0.0635). Simulating a wire length equal to that of 

(100mm) presented the numerical problem was too 

experimental tensile tests 

to be solved with the 

available computational resources. It was verified that the response of 

models with lengths were exactly same. This occurs most 

likely because even the shortest modelled (lOmm), was still large in comparison to 

the wire diameter (O.063Smm). Model Tensilel had a value of zero for Loading and 

Unloading of from confirmed that when 

no temperature field is defined, models run by ........ "'-.A.ua~ at 0 Qe,!XC€~s Celsius. This is 

acceptable the Temperature Derivatives of Stress is defined to zero in Tensilel), 

since transformation stress values will be same for all (see 

Figure 3-21). However if values are non zero, a temperature field should be defined 

to ensure that models are executed at the correct temperature, as traJtlS1,omllation stress 
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values will be temperature dependent shape of the stress vs. strain curve obtained 

from the test corresponds to that of the experimental tests. curves could 

not be directly as values for the model were 

determined from a number of experimental tensile tests. FEM output stress vs. strain 

curves showed a response corresponding to the values which were used as input 

boundary conditions, which were used to account for geometrical simplifications and 

nrp'VP1'U rigid body motion, were described in Section 3.2. J. In literature, most of the 

intravascular stent included boundary conditions to account for 

simplification and to prevent rigid body motion as well as longitudinal motion of the 

4, 6, 7, 10, 32, 90, 91]. In this thesis a verification model, EL(0.0635)BC 

(described in Section was created with a slight in boundary conditions 

still describing similar behaviour as EL(0.0635). was done order to ensure that a 

small change in boundary conditions did not result a variation output, as 

would indicate instability within the modeL The results, compared in Section 4.3.4, do 

not show a disparity and the boundary conditions that were chosen anrlear 

to result a stable modeL 

Due to the three dimensional nature of the contact had to defined 

between the overlapping wire surfaces model EL(0.0635). literature, contact 

between wire-surfaces of intravascular stents had to be defined only in stent flexibility 

as radial stents will most likely not result in contact the 

Contact was the intravascular stent and balloon and/or in 

"'''" .. ..-,,'''' models of stents [l, 90, 91]. absence of interaction 

between the stents and one or more these components was listed as a major limitation 

some stent models [3, 8, 91]. Lally et al [7] named the au"'",.",,,., 

modelling a rupture or damage mechanism for plaque as main limitation. In the 

models described in this thesis, contact was defmed hetwe/~n the rigid eX1JaDUer surface 

(used for the loading definition) and the luminal our wire structure. 

Frictionless contact was implemented (as in [7, 91]) to avoid complicating the analysis 

even model 9] as well as an of 

contact definitions already resulted in a highly non-linear set of equations to be solved. 
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All contact definitions used softened contact, which allowed for easier 

the equilibrium equations of the problem. Curved surfaces in FEM problems are never 

truly smooth, to the of the mesh. on the were 

likely to hooked onto nodes on the master surface when softened contact is used, as 

surfaces remained a small distance from each other. The parameters used to define 

softened contact models were chosen to approximate hard contact closely in 

order to ensure as accurate results as possible. In two EL(0.05) and 

EL(0.0635)Fine3, was extremely slow and the analyses terminated before 

the desired luminal pressure was reached. Their contact definitions were softened further 

to aid in their rate of convergence. Model EL(0.05) was compared to model 

EL(0.05)Auto, with the original contact and the stabilisation, 

deformation, stress and strain results variations were barely visible in curves, and 

values given differ by very small amounts. It was therefore concluded the change 

contact definition only affected the convergence rate. 

The loading definition used in this work was implemented through a rigid surface, lying 

luminal to the and undergoing radial linearly over Loading 

many of the intravascular stents models consisted a linearly increasing pressure 

applied to the inner surface of the stent [2-4, 10, 91], while David Chua et [90] 

applied linearly increasing ...... ~ .. :""''' ... ". to a balloon <111"..-"'1'-'" which luminal to the stent. 

stent was employed by some [1, 4, 32]. 

Holzapfel [91] stated that applying luminal pressure to stent allows for more realistic 

behaviour of the stent than displacement loading, as the various regions the stent will 

not undergo the same with the same amount of luminal pressure 

applied. With displacement applied to an internal expander surface, instead the stent 

nodes, problem was greatly decreased as stent were able to move in 

load not only in increasing radial direction. and Liu 

[1] separated loading into two steps: first the stent was crimped onto the balloon, 

followed by the of the balloon while the stent underwent 

by et only modelled the compressive forces caused by the 

while Petrini et al. [8] considered only the flexibility of the stents. 

The modelling str~lteg:y applied to create the LLL~'~""U our " ..... 'un.:> were 

developed the available literature while COllsHlcrmg 

het'wefm the wire support structure and intravascular stents. """"1-'''''''''.''' of the final 
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models were through 

cOltUnID(:d the proposed modelling to 

which 

models which are adequately 

stable. 

5.2 Conlparison between FEM Models 

Six models were created and "li ...... "' ....... mechanical n .. r,n", .. h~.", 

The differences in the results of these models were analysed and will be discussed. 

literature, the variation in intravascular on mechanical properties 

has been highlighted [1, 5, 91]. Results reported in literature were not explicitly 

compared to this as are too 

geometry. Similar output variables were however analysed here, as from literature 

has already proved to be useful in analysing these results. analysed in 

were as follows: 

• for stent deployment was often reported [1, 6,90]. 

• Deformation results recoil values, and dogboning) [1-4, 7, 

90]. 

distributions in intravascular [1-7, 90, 

.. Strain distributions in intravascular stents [1,4-6]. 

analyses through the use of a Goodman [10, 

• Resistance to compressive [5]. 

Deformation, stress and strain results were analysed analysed in this thesis. Some 

deformation results did not apply to the current analysis and will be discussed further 

later. to forces was for stent deployment 

was not relevant quantities in 

falls outside this 

analysis. Fatigue analysis could be done in future, but 

first output which was analysed was the total energy dissipated due to 

stabilisation (see Section 4.2.1). Stabilisation had to be implemented to prevent local 

instabilities the highly model. This option had to be selected 

order the tensile test model to which indicates that the most 

likely stemmed from the material definition and not the non-linearities resulting from 

contact or Initially the default value fraction 
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was used in all six models. This lead to stabilisation energy equalling a high per'cerlta~~e 

of the total strain in EL(O.0635) and UL(O.075) and the dissipated energy fraction 

was decreased to a value which ensures models' stabilisation was within the 

predefined limits. stabilisation do not to follow a "'V,"',",U .. l,", 

could be explained by difference in meshing by the automatic mesh 

generation, as the stabilisation matrix depends partly on the mesh definition. 

Radial displacements (the main quantifiable deformation results) are reported Figure 

stent and 4-4 means of of luminal vs. lnt"'rn~ 

to define diameter increase. Although luminal pressure was not explicitly 

loading condition of the models, it could be calculated from the reaction of the stent 

wires onto the expander as explained in Section 

If foreshortening was to determined from the six un;'"",,", .• '" analysed in this thesis, 

at the longitudinal of would have to be to 

allow longitudinal movement of these ends. As the greatest influence in deternrlinmg 

foreshortening of within a cardiac cycle is friction the support 

structure and other components of vascular prosthesis, meaningful foreshortening 

results can not be determined the other components the are 

included the simulation. Such a study was however not feasible with the current 

computational resources, as the highly non-linear behaviour of the material model as wen 

as the considerable amount of contact surfaces defined already produced a complex 

numerical problem. Radial recoil could not be without 

inclusion a luminal prosthesis component, as neither process will place against 

the current rigid luminal expander. a complete prosthesis, one component should 

always luminal to . support and dogboning 

would greatly depend on of this luminal component. displacement 

UaIltltles could possibly be determined future if other components of the 

prosthesis are included. 

radial deformation of the structures are also influenced by the behaviour 

of other components in a multi-component however the values . obtained this 

study can be used to compare different proposed ge()m(;~tru~s by excluding completely the 

effect of luminal components. In future, studies can be conducted with the inclusion s 

different components and n ... ..,' ..... ..., can then be compared to determine the 
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respective effects of these components. The current proposed FEM procedure could be 

adapted to include these components if more computational resources are available. 

In Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 a distinct gradient change can be observed for all the 

models except EL(0.05), which resulted in a smooth curve. From the deformation plots in 

ABAQUS, the change in gradient is seen to occur at the point where gaps between the 

wire-contact surfaces are closed and the radial displacement becomes dependent only on 

the deformation (bending) of the wires. Figure 5-1 shows a plot of the wire contact areas 

just before and after the change in gradient occurred. 

Figure 5-1: Illustrations of the wire-contact areas (a) before and (b) after the change 

in gradient occurs in the internal diameter increase curve. 

The most significant trend that can be observed in both Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 is the 

increase in final gradient with wire thickness. The gradients are also in general steeper for 

the uneven loop geometry than for the even loop geometry. Global trends in diameter 

increase are offset by the fact that the ID change at which the gradient transition occurs is 

unpredictable. This value is influenced by the ID change at which the wires lock tightly 

together, which in turn is affected by the following factors: 

• Curvature of the loops 

• Thickness of the wires 

• Distance between the wire-contact surfaces at the start of the simulation 

• The longitudinal distance between the loops at the start of the analysis 

• Material stiffness 
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curvature the loops together with the thickness of the will how 

these contact will fit The between these at the 

start of the simulation also an impact. knit structure will "",1,,, ..... ,\ 

more internal diameter gTlllUUmt change occurs. longitudinal 

the UU,'''''''Jl1''''''' how close these bended COltltalCt surfaces 

are to each other. Additionally, the ease with which the wire loops is important, as 

the easier loop undergoes the force has to be exerted by the contact 

to bend it This is the case in even loop structure. ABAQUS 

deformation indicates closer to while 

wire-loops start to open at the same This is different models 

where loops only to undergo bending once the are tightly together. 

~YA.V''''''''' EL(O.05) was nn'~f>T'1ilf>11 to be only model not eX1DerleIllClIlg the E,''''''U'''''' ",'U',HE,'V. 

As this is the only one of the geometrical variation models with an contact 

definition, a first would to ascribe this behaviour to different contact 

definition. is however an unsatisfactory explanation, as one of the verification 

models, EL(O.0635)Fine3, was also run with the same altered contact and 

a change gradient the Increase curve to Figure 

Furthermore EL(O.05) is to EL(O.05)Auto (see 

it can be from 4-26 that even with the original contact .... "'jLU"''''''-''"" 

model curve. In other 

models, amounts of needed to exerted through 

loops opening Model EL(O.05) account the most 

eX1DaIllSICln of all variations analysed, and this is to the reason for which 

only EL(O.05) expands without the gradient change seen in other models. 

It is to be aware that the change at which occurs can be 

influenced by geometry variations occurring a design. It is proposed 

that is due the fact that increase in diameter remain a small percentage of 

initial and the loops undergo overall during 

expansion. Variations such as of knit or longitudinal stretching can 

to differences in radial displacement of the structure at 200mmHg for same loop 

design. 
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pressure range at which the values were calculated falls within 

the gradients the ID change curve have already been reached and are not 

aelJenlaelrn: on the absolute Compliance depends on the bending 

and loop design the structures. Compliance 

decreasing diameter; as are to 

bend more easily and therefore can undergo radial It is also 

noticeable that compliance differs more between O.05mm and O.0635mm \.U,,'uu.,...,~ 

than between O.0635mm and O.075mm diameter both loop geometries. 

indicates ability undergo bending during radial increased 

tested as 

uneven loop geclme:try compared to 

exponentially with a ae(~re:ase More thicknesses ,;)nu'\.Uu 

even loop can ascribed to difference in global which allows 

more bending the even loop geometry. 

Maximum principal stress distributions were obtained the and the positions 

and magnitude of the maximum values are reported Section 4.2.4. the stress 

distributions the models it was seen the areas largest maximum principal 

stresses lie at centre of the wire uneven loop it occurs in 

loop, with large loop stress. This is due a more concentrated 

bending m smaller loop. The 1"1'."",';'1" values of maximum principal stress are 

given Table 4-3. m even ge(}mletn models are larger than those of the 

uneven geometry at the same pressure values. 

Maximum principal strain distributions were obtained from the analyses and the positions 

and of are in Section of 

'_I"~"" maximum principal strain occur at areas of contact. the even loop model 

largest principal EL(O.05) occurs at same as 

maximum principal stress value. can be related to discussion on variation in 

radial deformation previously discussed for model EL(O.05). loops in 

model start to bend open gaps the are 

pressure to be contact areas in 

strain values follow a similar trend to the stress with increasing coinciding 

even loop with wife at the same luminal ....... "",,,,"' .. '" 

are 

between O.05mm 

for uneven loop and are seen 

O.0635mm models than between O.0635mm and O.075mm models. 
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Ld"''''''IJUVl.I'' to these occur between the 0.05mm even loop and uneven model at 

120mmHg and 20 mmHg. These can not be explicitly as values 

EL(0.05) occur in a different region than the other models due to the dlttenenc:e. 

proposed before, is caused by smooth expansion of EL(0.05) which leads to 

pressure being exerted at the areas of contact Another variation from the trend is that 

UL(0.075) experiences higher strain than both UL(0.0635) EL(0.075). This result is 

ug]~ested to be to seen at a ID Chlll1ll(e 

which leads to a greater final ID. Due to the geometry as well as the wire's bending 

"""HI"''''' the contact surfaces will push against each other with a more force than in other 

models, the will start to bend at contact 

is proposed to the reason for value observed in this model as 

well as the high ID I.,;W;Ulj;i(t: value at the gradient transition in Figure 4-4 . 

In order to analyse the fatigue properties the a Goodman diagram for the 

specific Nitinol material used would have to be obtained experimentally, as the diagram 

is material specific. principal stress or strain, together with cyclic stress or 

values, could be used in future of the structure. 

Ke~31stan(:e to compressive was not in this as no assumptions are 

made about what material will be used for components lying abluminal to the support 

structure. They also investigated stent This could useful to investigate in 

for models as the final might have to used in 

positions where bending is necessary. As the structure will form part of a vascular 

prCtStl1leSlS. which will be implanted and not delivered, flexibility during delivery is not 

5.3 Comparison to Experimental Compliance Tests 

There is great variation in the compliance results between the three tests 

and FEM and were however 

Compliance experiments were not conducted as part of the current project as 

tests are involved and would require a great deal of study and time. 

to exrlenlmetltal tests [6, 96, 97]. The 

intravascular stents a plane, with no contact between metal wires, as is 

case the currently investigated knitted wire structures. will little variation 
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m longitudinal between models samples. The investigated 

J.UJ.Jl .. "'U structures however could of contracted longitudinally before 

or during which could have a potentially impact on the compliance, 

especially considering the small of the compliance values obtained. It is possible that 

one set of experimental tests conducted could have some of the structures stretched while 

others are contracted. This could compliance the case of 

models, the loops were vary little variation in longitudinal distance 

loops different designs. Dynatek Dalta samples which were 

tested were 10 cm length. This corresponds to over a hundred loops in longitudinal 

a lot of room expansion. and Liu [98] 

how variation in the a intravascular stent could a ~'E>"LL"_~'" 

impact In mechanical behaviour. future could focus on effect of 

longitudinal stretching/contraction on the compliance results. however does not 

within the scope of the current project. 

In the CVRU tests the deformation undergone by the stent was 

",","n,,,,,,,,, in the tests and 

not expanded radially, but in an elliptical fashion. 

FEM models. The structures were 

see from the FEM that with 

the lower compliance values experienced, model EL(O.05) almost ...... "',u."'.... a maximum 

principal stress falling inside the pseudoelastic range. the elliptical deformation the 

loops didn't equally the as some loops n .. """, .. n,,,,,nT 

more deformation and others less compared to loops undergoing circumferentially 

uniform deformation in the models and for other experimental tests). 

more deformation can of the stress curve. 

happens, a much larger amount strain will be for a small increase in 

leading to an compliance. The amount which the compliance is enlarged 

will depend on at which pressure the the was reached. 

This can different different designs as well as for the different wire thicknesses. 

If IS pressures within the physiological the 

comparison between the compliance values also be altered. This 

effectively means that the difference in deformation can have a larger effect in the 

for some models No principal stress or 

results are available for 

if the superelastic 

tests and it is therefore not possible to determine when and 

was employed. 
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Dynatek conducted volumetric tensile tests with latex inside WIre 

structures, adjusting the testing to account for effect latex liner 

compliance from total the system. What can however not be adjusted 

IS bulging of the between wire This bulging have a 

on change volume during cycle, 

compliance. amount of bulging will mainly depend on stiffuess of the 

structure and the compliance of the stiffer structure will to more 

bulging of a lower compliance of the will lead to Since 

stiffness structure on design and wire thickness, different 

structures will undergo amounts compliance increase, changing the 

comparison between different designs. 

Medtronic also a latex inside structure to apply the ',",""H'~ ...... ~"""" .. '" 

compliance of the was not accounted The mame:ter 

change 

Although 

the structure of structure was measured by means of a laser micrometer. 

"'U';Ul:!,,'" caused by the bulging of the liner will not have a significant 

bulging liner wire 

a will most be than that of wire structure. 

is the only design Medtonic MBC tests for the trend differs 

models. From the FEM models it appeared UL(O.075) is the structure. this 

IS In the the compliance of this structure could appear due to the 

increased bulging liner. This is a possible reason for the 

UL(O.075) the Medtronic tests the The of 

compensation for the can be another reason for results, but the 

current testing to a smaller 1'''' ..... ''''''1" .. 11 IJA ... "'''' ..... '''. If latex liner was 

accounted measurements would have taken a higher pressure is more 

likely to decrease the compliance further. 

Measuring of diameter the should a impact on the 

compliance results in volumetric tests. For measurements error only 

occurs in one dimension, an error due to volume occurs 

dimensions its could one of the reasons why the 

compliance values seen in the Medtronic MBC tests are smaller those for 

Dynatek Dalta In the diameter the effect is also 
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measured once, u/n,prp',,,, In 

loop is recorded. 

uremelnts, the 

All experimental tensile tests conducted included parameters that are not present in the 

FEM The purpose of the FEM analysis was to the wire support structure 

only, without making assumptions what other component would be included in a 

From experimental tests it can however be seen that the of an lining 

on behaviour the structure is not necessarily directly related to behaviour of 

structure Analysing structure on its own however allow a better 

understanding of its behaviour and is therefore not futile. The only experimental tests 

did not include effect of another component were 

conducted under deformation very to that 

pn'VSl()10:g1c;al situation. 

5.4 Relevance to Medical Field 

but this tests was 

or the 

effect different stent ae~>lgrls on biological response of the artery been 

Ulo:l,\JU';);)I;;U in literature 6, 7]. expander surface (used in the loading definition 

the models) was not of the assembly, but existed through an 

analytical definition using point, it was not 

distribution caused by the support structure on the expander ""T'n,,'p 

was determined, it would be meaningless the ext)anaer is a rigid 

deformable as realistic luminal component 

stress 

if this result 

and not 

there was no component lying abluminal to support structure this model on 

which a stress distribution could be analysed. other components a vascular 

pf()stllesls are to model future "'.U'I."'V"', an analysis the stress on 

them by will a useful 

though SUI!geStH)ns are not made about the component of such a composite 

graft, the support structure is not likely to experience external compressive 

from possible abluminal components as it was to be the component a 

mUlti-component prosthesis. means the support structure likely to contribute the 

O'1"P!:Itp,<:!t proportion to of a proposed other components are 

unlikely do exert external compressive on it. models were therefore 
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not created to detennine structures response to compressive forces exerted by 

ablurninal surfaces onto the support structure. 

The compliance of all the models are lower than of and saphenous 

(refer to Table 4-2) EL(O.05) is the modellJv":,"'''''",.:>UJ,l''. a compliance value 

UL/';LU"L than that ePTFE Dacron models analysed in this work 

reached most compliant EL(O.05) only 

reaching about half that structure could be to serve the 

same purpose as the fibres natural used with one or more compliant 

inner linings. truly non-linear stress-strain response was only seen in EL(O.05) as all 

the other models showed a distinct gradient vU':tllJ;;v This distinct change is dependent on 

geometric which are likely to in a setting. It 

nn.>","t,'rI that an important study is the detemlimaticln degree of 

which compliance values 

possible use of the current structures support for 

Many external 

prosthesis resulting reduced fonnation 

component pr(lsttles<~s appear to 

more healing. 

applied to a variety vascular 

Ul",vU:).,,,,U in Section 2.3. multi-

at peak "'""1"·"' ..... "'1 layer is 

support structure pf(;~SelnteC1 a Irn11rt""rI 

"''''''''/';'' which would allow much more tissue ingrowth compared to fabric or porous 

material presented the previous studies. None of the previous external can 

compare to it with respect to porosity. 

It is important to evaluate longitudinal '"'''-'''''''.'UUll''. or contraction on 

behaviour structure, as occur a final Even if care is taken 

that initial length (before application to inner lining) and length (after 

application to inner is the there can still some stretching and 

compressive present in the cancelling out over the length. 

Longitudinal stretching and compression could also physiologically induced after 

implantation. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

objective of this study was to analyse the mechanical behaviour 

through use of and to a proceolure 

an existing wire 

which HI .... ' ... "".'" 

......... u'-J ... could be created towards mechanical optimisation of with geo1metnc 

structure. ", ... 'UH .... "" was successfully imported from models ABAQUS CAE. 

material parameters for the material used to create structures were 

determined by means of an experimental tensile test. Through multiple verification 

models, overall modelling approach in Section been to 

stable and can easily applied to a variety 

prevented more analysed. an opltlmllse~a 

design to be developed, more designs would need to be assessed. New models could 

further into like: 

.. Additional wire tmlCKIles:ses 

.. Amount loops around 

.. Curvature of the loops 

.. Variation in helical climb 

.. Tightness of the knit 

circumference 

effects of longitudinal COIDPreSSlOln or eX1JaIJlSIC,n of the stent 

degree to which on variations (which 

would occur in a practical is an important analysis. models presented in this 

thesis be adapted to determine this dependence. It is also possible different 

mC)UeIS will have a dependence on variations. The amount 

of dependence will be preferred, and the presented modelling procedure can be adapted 

to which has the on 

aosenc:e of other COlnp4)ne:nts of the in model ....... ~."""..,t" the 

quantities foreshortening, dogboning and radial recoi1. However, as the model 

already generates complex equations to to the material models and contact 

definition, more '"'VA ... ..., ........ 'uv.u.<u power be neearo to ..,,,niH""" these COlDponients. 
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one these components were ... o.n.UUHu..,,.. to support structure, effect 

external could analysed. 

Another interesting analysis will be determining of compliant 

linings on the compliance structure. The amount of bulging can 

determined, as will be an important parameter in the physiological A highly 

bulged luminal could cause flow disturbances to an increase a 

A J.CU.lE;Y'V analysis can also conducted by ..... ","'''''''''''''' principal stress and 

strain from models.. this a Goodman specific Nitinol 

material first have to be determined experimentally. 

comparison to experimental tests is needed. Differences between results 

experimental tests can be further analysed adding a deformable luminal to 

the current model and a loading to the surface, but only more 

computational n""ll1p1" IS available. Alternatively, a test will have to 

which models simplified models. 

Overall, it can be that presented modelling approach to a better 

the complex mechanical behaviour of the support structures. 

exists scope for future by implementing proposed modelling approach to 

investigate additional parameters helpful for further optimisation of the support structures 

vascular grafts utilising these structures. 
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